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The research reported herein was performed pursuant to Contract No.
400-78-0021 with the National Institute of Education, U.S. Depart-
ment of Education. Contractors undertaking such projects under
Governmentsponsorship are encouraged to express freely their pro-
fes,Aonal judgment it3 the.condua. of the project. Points of view

or opinions stated do not, therefore, necessarily represent official
.Institute position or policy, and no official endorsement by the
sponsor should be inferred.
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FOREWORD.

The undersigned have served as an advisaty panel to the CIP
project since its inception; having convened formally four times for
several days each during the period, for review of progress. We
endorse this evaluation report, and commend it to the serious
attPntibn of appropriate legislative and executive agencies.

We have found RMC to be competent, objective, and diligent in
its pursuit of the evaluation mission, and draw attention to the
following specific features of RMC's performance:

1. The staff has taken seriously and responded to the counsel

of the Panel.

2. New knowledge concerning programs of this sort has been

generated.

3. Useful and generalizable experience in the science and art
oC evaluatren has'been documented for the benefit of future
ex7ises of this kind.

4. Specific recommendations and guidelines which we endorse
have been offered.

Without doubt, theengageoent of OIC/A leadership and staff as

a component of the CIP project has been an essential ingredient in
the effective conduct, and evaluation of the several CIP activities

noted herein. As the CIP concept evolves and expands in the future,

as We truly Ape it will, we urge the continuing formal engagement
of OIC/A, or its equivalent, if any, as a source of conceptualiza-
tion, technical assistance, and sophisticated counsel.

Replication of CIPs

We urge that the CIP concept be made availabl, nationally as
one of the respectable and promising responses to the needs of a
great many young people.. While not the on instrument for this
serious obligation of our society, the CIP is, in our judgment, a
viable and credible model of an alternative to the present educa-

tional system.

The demonstration exercise now concluding has brought together
\\fruitfully the staff and resources of DOL and ED in a singularly
compatible unity of purpose and function. As the future extension

of the model is weighed, we urge a regularization and continuity of

a this joint responsibility between the Departments in leadership,
guidance, monitoring, and funding. We note that federal funding

will, for the foreseeable future, be essential to the extension of

A the concept. b
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As the \Lederal agencies advance the concept, however, we
caution against over-prescriptive criteria, and the dampening of
local initiative and creativity in the formulation of new t1P
'programs, provided the broad goals, structure, and particularly the
exceptional ethos or affect of the CIP are sustained.

Clearly the CIP concept rests heavily upon the commitment and
compatibility of the LEA, including administration and faculty. In
keeping with this promise, notwithstanding the CIP's necessary
differences in style and structure, the procedures for professional
staff selection, certification and compensation should be consistent
with LEA policies. Furthermore, the exLension of the CIP model
should be broadly adapted to the conventional academic year. CIPs,
however, should be able to conduct regular academic, non-
traditional, paid and voluntary student activities during the
summer-weeks-

Counsel-to the Sponsoring Agencies

Our experience with this project,
the RI4C and OIC staffs, and a careful
lead us to offer the following counsel
tions sponsoring programs of this kind
cifically on the CIP:

extendeddeliberations with
study of the final report,
to any agencies or institu-
, even if not modeled spe-

1. Evaluation should remain an integral part of future exten-
sions of such programs,'including CIPs.

2. In the light of this and similar projects, insistence upon
the establishment of control groups for comparison of
outcomes should be reconsidered. Notwithstanding diligent
efforts to enroll and retain members of the control group,
the difficulties of doing so produce severe skewing of
measured results, indeed risking grave flaws in the quan-
tifiable findings.

3. Accord respectful attention to the non-quantifiable, in-

tuitive and even anecdotal findings of the investigations,
acknowledging that the presumed scientific integrity of
numbers, qua numbers, no matter how doubtful, is somehow
perceived by some agencies and legislators as preferable
to the judgments of skilled observers.

4. The start-up of non-traditional -programs of this type,
relying heavily upon deliberate and detailed planning and
staffing, should not be hastened or pressured into pre-
mature installation in order to accommodate to funding
cycles or inappropriate contr conditions.

O
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5. The construction of spegificationp concerning evaluation
contracts .should, at the start, be very general, allowing '

programs to be initiated. Following a .period of stable
activity, final and detailed evaluation specifications can
be drawn in keeping with the reality of the program's.
character, and their inescapable and desirable idiosyn-

cracies.

6. Finally, in the likelihood that some form of youth educa-
tion/work ,legislation will evolve over the years ahead,
federal agencies should keep the CIP model clearly in mind
as an elegant instrument for the realization of the educa-
tion/work concept for some young people.

a

David H. Hampson, Director, Center for Studies in Social Policy,

Addison Hobbs, Director of Vocational Education, State Department
of Education, Maryland

Sidney P. Marland, Former U.S. Commissioner of Education ,

William Mirengoff, Member of the - Committee on Evaluation of
Employment and Training Programs, National Academy oUciences

Beatrice Reubens, Senior Research Associate, Columbia University

Joseph Yaeger, Corporate Staff, Pfizer Corporation

a
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I. INTRODUCIAN

*
.

Boackground
"'

L

Uhemployment, particularly among economically disadvantaged
and minority youth who have 'not completed high'school, is a major
social problem in the United States. In recent years many programs
have been developed in an attempt to combat this problem. Until
recently,-howeverl such attempts have been small and fragmentary,
and( usually undertaken at the local level rather than the state
or'federal levels.

One --deve-lopment-o f- greet-el-gni Li c an c e-grew-out-of-the-c reat

of a community-based organization called the Opportunities Industri-
alization Centers of America (OIC/A). Founded in 1964 by the,
Reverend Dr. Leon H. Sullivan, pastor of the Zion Baptist Church in
Philadelphia, OIC/A was dedicated to providing education and train-
ingfto Blacks and other minorities so that they might enjoy some of
the social benefits not availahleto uneducated and unskilled labor-
ers. By'1974, Dr. ,Sullivan had seen his organization expand to some
100 job-training sites_across `the nation that' had, served more than
150,000 men and women of all ages. I

It was in 1970 that OIC/A began to consider working with youth
who, with a better education, would have the potential of attaining
more productive and fulfilling roles in society. It seemed to pr.:,
Sullivan that OIC/A could serve such youth by adding a general
education° component to its career training programs., Two years
later, the Career Intern Program (CIP) was launched with a grant
from the U.S, Office of Education.

A Brief Program Description

The 'Career Intern Program (CIP) is an alternative high school
designed to serve diiadVantaged and alienated students (called
"interns")-who either dropped- oat of regular high schools or who
were considered potential dropouts. The objectives of the program
are to enable interns to earn regular high -.school diplomas .(as

opposed to GEDs), to prepare them for meaningful employment or post-
secondary education, and to facilitate their transition from'scNool
to work,. The program offers extensive counseling and attempts to
make academic subjects palatable and relevant to the livei othe
interne through the infusion of careeforiented content. fT

The CIP "treatment" comprises five components: -'instruction,
'counseling, "Hands-On" (career_ exposure), diagnosiA(assesmnent, and
c Limatt---0 re _counselor
case:loadi (35 intmns). Instruction is individualized and coun-
seling encompasses personal and family'probleam as well As academic
progress. All aspects o1 the program attempt to'cleaLlsit0 "the
whole person."

*--
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Immediately folloWing their .enrollment, interns work out a

career development plan with their counselors. During their first
semester, they attend a daily Career Counseling Seminar that is
tdught by instructor /counselor..teams, and conduct in-depth gttdies
Of two career fields. Tn addition, they'attend academic classes and
meet regularly with their counselors. Duringsthe next phase of the
program, 'counseling is continued and interns progress' through the
academic courses they need to graduate. In additidn, they partic-
ipate in two, one-or-two-week Hands-On experiences where they
actually work_ of "job shadtiw" in career fields matched to their

. 'interests.

As interns approach graduation, CIP assists j.n placing them in
jobs,, college, or post-secondary training programs. Counseling and
followw-up-eons -inue-far-Aix--months-to-a--year -af te r-iradus on .-

Central tp the success of the program is 48 climate. The CIP
striveS to project a positive and caring attitude toward partici-
pating interns., At the same,time it is firm. Interns are held re-
sponsible for their actions and their progress through the program.
They must attend regularly, conform to dress and behavior codes, and
generally learn to accept the norms of the world-of work.

Interns are recognized as individuals by all members of the
staff who, not incidentally, are selected to serve as role models.
Staff members tend to be young, dedicated, and of the' same ethnic
origin as the students. Since most of them come from similar back--
grounds and have faces similar problems, they ate,able to understand
and sympathize with the .interns while still maintaining high expec-
tations for them. These characteristics distinguish them from many
of their counterparts in the public schools who must bear a large
portion of the blame for alienating the youths from school and from

"the system."

Aftef several years of development and operation, the CIP was
evaluated by Richard A. Gibboney Associates (Gibboney.Associates,
077) and found to be successful. The evidence of success was
judged to be sound by the Joint (U.S. Office of Education and
National Institute of Education) Dissemination Review Panel, and

the program was approved by that group as eligible for federally
funded ditstimination.

The Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act

In 1977, a major, consolidated effort to deal with theLyouth
unemployment °problem was lauriched via Public Law 95-93, the Youth

. Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA). This legislation
created four major youth programs and provided significant discre-
tionary authority.for new approaches to helping young men and women
who werg "at,risk"-of dropping- out - -npt only from schooL, but from
mainstream America. It v1as under the discretionary authority of the
YEDPA legislation that the Department of Labor (DOL) decided to tent

5



the replicability of the CIP and to determine whether the same
beneficial outcomes could be obtained in the replication sites that
were observed in Philadelphia.

DAL entered, into an Interagency Agreement with the National
Institute of ducation'(NIE) to manage both the replication effort
and thtadependent evaluation Which is summarized in this report.

NIE contracted with OIC/A for thee replication effort. That
organization, in turn, through a competitive bidding process, se-
lected four local OIC chapters to establish the new CIPs. Three
of the selected sites were urban and one was iodated in a small
(pop. 32,000) city.

Overview of ti;-eEvaluation

The work statement for the evaluation vat, prepared jdintly by
NIE and DOL. Four separate tasks were called for:

Task A. Conduct studies and analyses as required to'answer
the questions, "What happens to the Career Intern Program in
the process of implemeotation in additional sites? . What
factors account fox.the.chanies or adaptatious, if any? For

the fidelity, if any, to the 'original., program goals and
practices?" (RFP NIE-R-78-0004, p.9).

Taskt." Conduct studies and analyses as required to answer
the question, "Does the Career Intern Program continue to be
effective in helping youth when it is implemented in sites
other than the Philadelphia prototype?" (ibid, p. 13).

Task C. Conduct studies and aniskysep as required to answer
the question, "What happens *to young people in the CIP pro-
gram that could account for its effectivenest?" (itA,
p.

Task D. Conduct studies'and analyses as required ito answer
the fOurth.question, "How does the CIP approach compare in
effectiveness, feasibility, impact; and factors important for
policy with other approaches undergoing comparable evalua-
tions, to. helping the population to be served through the
Youth Employment Act?". (ibid, p. 20).

' Each oi'these tasks has aow been. completed. The ,ethodology
employed, the findings, and the implications are described in
.detail in fine. reports for each task (Treadway?.. Stromquist, Fetter-

.

man, Foat, & Tallmadge, 1981, .for'Task A; Tallmadge & Yuen, 1981,
for-Task-B; 1etterman,.1984, for Task C; and Strbmwst, 1981, Foat,
1981, and Kilbanoff; 1981, for Task D).' The Present report attempts]
to synthesize across tasks and to give AnNoverarching perspective on.
,the three-year evaluation effort. Asa summary report, however, it

12



necessarily lacks the detail
reports. For that reason, an

,_thisdocument references to the
with particular interests might

container' in the individual task
attempt has, been made to include in
others wherever we felt that readers
want more detailed information.

Throughout the evaluation effort, RMC was assisted by an Advi
sory Panel comprising some of the nation's most competent author
ities on youth programs. That group provided valuable suggestiofis
not only to the evaluation but to all actors in the CIP replication
effort. A statement made by the Advisory Panel after their last
meeting is included as the Foreword to this report.

.Orginization of this-Report

The next chapter of this report presents a detailed description
of the CIP "model"--an idealized conception'\of what the program
should look like and how it should operate under the best of all
possible conditins. In Chapter III, we\present narrative descrip
tion of implementation events at each site. These case histories
derive from both the Task A and Task C analyses.

Chaptr IV summarizes the Task B outcome analyses while Chapter
V discusses features of the program that appear critical to its
success. Chapter VI draws upon the information in Chapters III
through v and attempts to provide simple and straightforward answers
to the specific research questions posed in the original Request for

Proposal. Chapter VII is the final chapter. It provides an overall
assessment of the CIP, presents a few-recommendations for changes in
the program design, discusses ways in which the implementation of
future replications could be improved, and incorporates several

policy recommendations regarding the federal role in demonstrations

of this nature.

4
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II. CIP DESCRIPTION

The CIP is an alternative educational program with a focus on
career development. The program is designed for high school drop-
outs and students considered to be at high risk of dropping out.
Any actual or potential dropout who can meet the minimum criterion
of reading at the fifth-grade level is eligible for the CIP. The
key characteristics of the CIP are that it is an "alternative"
program and that it has a "career orientation."

The CIP is "alternative" in a number of respects. First, it is
small.. The original design called for about 150-200 interns to be
participating at any given time. In the demonstration sites, active
enrollment ranged from 50 to 183 young people after the sites had
,completed their start-up periods. Second, there is a larger staff-
to-intern ratio in the CIP than in regular high schools. The four
replication CIPs each had about 17 professional staff members com-
,prising administrators (4), instructors (7-8), counselors (3-4), an
career developers.(2). There were also four to five support person-
nel at each aite.a The combination of small program size and high
staff-to=interii -1.-atio--is intended-to allow staff members and interns
to develop close, supportive relationships, leading to the growth of
a strong group identity and a familial and caring, though not per-

,

missive, climate.

The CIP is designed to motivate young people who are "turned
off" about learning to care about succeeding in education and in
Lifegenerally. Therefore, the CIP's environment is liter ally

supposed to be therapeutic. Consequently the persdhilqualities- of-
the staff members are extremely important, The CIP's small size and
high staff-to-intern ratios can have the desired effect only if the
staff members truly care about the interns and explicitly reinforce
the kinds of behavior and attitudes tobwhich the interns should
aspire. The attitudes and interpersonal skills of applicants for
CIP staff positions are thus considered as carefully as their pro-
fessional and,,experiential qualifications. CIP stuff members must
be committed both to working with the "difficult" young people at
whom the program is aimed and to working as team members in close
coordination with their colleagues. .

Only with a team effort can the CIP realistically hope to "deal
with the whole' person," a central philosophical tenet of all OIC
programs. This orientation is.based on the belief that segregating
a person's different roles -- family member, 'student, worker, social -_

izer, etc.--and interacting with only one of them will fail to
effect the kind of total life change disadvantaged and unmotivated
youths need to become successful. Moreover, staff members are
expected to be role models, demonsfrating the kind of behaviors that
interns are expected to acquire in order-telachieve succeew in their
future careers. This modeling includes dress and personal grooming
as well as being on time for appointments, completing assignments,
and working cooperatively, for inatance 4
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There are codes of conduct and dress for both interns and staff
members. Comparable sanctions are applied to violations--such as

unexcused absences and smoking in unauthorized places--by interns
and staff members alike. Interns are expected to learn these work-
a-day norms both through the formal rules of the CIP's codes of
dress and 'conduct and from the examples of the staff members. One
CIP instructor explained the rationale for behavior and dress codes
very simply: "There is an appropriate way to dress and behave at
-work; it's like wearing two suits, one at home and one at work."

The CIP is also alternative in the kinds of instruction and
counseling it offers. Classes are small, with no more than 15
interns. But instructional methods arse also varied and non-tra=
ditional. Although instructors do lecture and will call the en-
tire class's attention to a single topic that is relevant to every-
one, most academic work is done individually or in groups of two
or three. Instructional- materials are frequently -"learning pack-
ets" developed to teach a single unit. Interns follow directions
contained in the packets to use specific materials and engage in

specific activities intended to lead them to mastery of the unit's
objectives. Completion of one packet leads to the next in the cur-
riculum sequence. In the replication sites, interns used both pack-
ets that had been developed in the CIP prototype and locally devel-
oped packet's.

_ The instructor's role in a CIP classroom is chiefly that of
consultant/fdcilitator. Except for the usually brief and infrequent
times he/she gives a lecture or leads a whole-class discussion, the
instructor most often circulates about the room giving encourage-
ment, asking questions, and discussing points in the material with
individual interns and small groups. At times, the instructor meets
with interns at his/her desk. Thus, CIP instruction is largely
individualized in both pace and content, ensuring that interns work
at rates appropriate to their abilities and at levels consistent

with their achievement.

Interns generally responded very positively to this approach to
instruction. One intern's comments suggest the value of the learn-
Ing packets:

It's a lot easier, it's a whole lot easier....
You can carry them around like a whole lot of
notes in your notebook plus the fact you already
have the answers on it. After you read your
packet you do the answers on them; if you have
to inspect your notes again you jus ake the
same packet as in the class, instill/ of openin'
up the-book, finding-a-section-and-rippin! the
pages out and puttin' the pages back-in. That's
the situation around here and it gives us a
change to go over ourselves to see what we're
doing; if we don't like it we can find a little
research on it. It gives us a chance to have
better understanding of our homework.

6
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Counseling in the CIP is also very different from that found in
most public schools. The counselors' small case loads are very
important in this regard, because they enable them to get to know
the interns and work with them on more than just scheduling and
disciplinary issues. The advantage of small case loads is augmented
by the CIP's conscious approach of dealing with more than just
academic and other school-related areas. CIP counselors get in-
volved with interns in all aspects of their lives, from their career
aspirations and academic needs, to family relationships, to intimate
personal matters. Counselors also help interns find the resources,
such as child care or part-time jobs, that they need in order to
attend school. As appropriate, under certain circumstances, they
refer interns to other social service agencies.

Interns meet with counselors on a-regularly scheduled basis at
least every two weeks. Additional counseling sessions can be ar-
ranged'as needed. There are also formal assessment sessions,at the
end of each CIP term. In these "Intern Formalized Assessments,"
counselors systematically review plans, progress, and unmet academic
requirements with each intern and if possible, with his/her par-
ents. Counselors also go to each intern's home to get to know the
family and the home environment. Home visits serve the dual purpose
of involving interns' parents' in the CIP process and providing
diagnostic insights for the CIP staff.

The career focus of the CIP is maintained both explicitly and
implicitly. As mentioned earlier, CIP rules include dress and
behavior codes intended to teach interns the norms of the world of
work. Emphasis is placed on attending classes regular/y, completing
assignments, and arriving on time for appointments. The CIP is very
explicit in pointing out the extent of each intern's responsibility
for meeting program expectations. Making interns responsible for
theirownsuccess isintended_to_preRare them for the real-world
expectations they will encounter after graduation. Imparting this
sense of responsibility begins with a "contract" they sign upon
enrollment in the CIP. In this document, each intern explicitly_.
agrees to abide by CIP rules and policies. The other side of the
coin, of course, is that the CIP's supportive climate, constant
encouragement, and "can-do" philosophy are intended to motivate
interns to live up to program expectations.

Interns generate a Career Development Plan (CDP) immediately
following their enrollment. These documents become the basis for
planning their programs in the CIP--the courses they will take, the
career fields they will study and observe, the Rost-CIP plans they
will make. The CDPs are used by the counselors as a way to keep the
interns' goals in view as progress is reviewed and decisions are
made.

During the first semester of participation, interns attend a
Career Counseling.Sminar (CCS). The CCS is - taught by teams of
counselors and instructors. It combines instruction about career
fieids and career planningsuch as how to cse an employment

16



service--with group counseling and role playing (such as simulated
employment interviews) relevant to selecting and entering career
fields. Guest spears are brought into the CCS to talk about dif-
ferent careers and to answer questions. The culmination of the CCS
is independent research into two career fields. Interns_are_ex.!.

pected to prepare reports about the two fields as a final exercise
for the CCS.

Upon satisfactory completion of the CCS course, interns become
eligible to participate in "Hands-On" career exploration experi-
ences. A Hands-On is a one- or two-week placement in a work envi-
ronment. The specific activities that occur during the placement
are up to the employer who has volunteered to allow the intern into
the work place. During the CIP replication project these activities
ranged from passiVe observatibit-tb-fUll Offticipation in job duties.
Interns choose their two Hands-On placements according to their
career preferences. Ideally the placements correspond to the two
career fields they researched for the CCS. Following their Hands-On
experiences, interns prepare short -reports describing what they did
and what they learned.

.Another mechanism for focusing the CIP on careers is infusion
of career-related content into the academic curriculum. Instructors
attempt to point out the relevance of academic subjects to work
situations and to use examples and illustrations that exemplify how
academic skills apply to jobs. The intent of such infusion is, of
course, to motivate interns to learn academic skills because of

0

their demonstrated importance for career success.

Finally, the career aspect of the CIP is reinforced by field
trips_to observe work settings. Through contacts established by the
career developers, arrangements are made for groups of interns to
visit businesses, factories, social service agencies, hospitals, and
so on.,' The visits then become topics for class'discussions, re-
search, and other instructional activities. They are also intended
to motivate the interns.

The daily life of the CIP is marked by the following distin-
.

gutshing characteristics. The first class of the day is the CCS,
which is required of all interns during their first semester. The

CCS is scheduled in the first period of the day both to motivate
attendance and to prevent late arrivals from missing LEA-required
academic courses. In the second and subsequent semesters, interns
Attend academic classes during this period or do not begin classes
until the second periqd. CCS sessions are lively, witlit animated

discussions, role playing, and a good bit of fun. The teaming of
instructors and counselors-to teach- ,CCS provides a- variety of
simultaneous activities and creative, resourceful planning. Occa-
sional guest speakers also enliven the CCS.

o
Class periods in the CIP ate just under an hour long, so

the morning has four classes. After CCS, interns go to academic
classes. Hands-On participants usually report directly to

8
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their placement sites. They may return to the CIP in the afternoon,
depending on how long they stay at the placement each day.

As interns pass between classes, theil; is a good deal of so-
cializing and horseplay, as at any high school. However, a dif-
ference from regular high schools is noted in_the_more at-
mosphere --The interns' interaction seems less frenetic and sar-

castic than that observed in the feeder schools. The interaction
also involves CIP staff members who might happen to be in the halls,
and there is acceptance and fondness evident in staff-intern rela-
tionships. No doubt some of the relaxed nature of these times is
due to.the overall size of the CIP. Passages are not crowded and
people do not have to go long distances in Aort times between clas-

ses. However, it is also abundantly clear that goodwill and mutual
acceptance among interns and between internsl and staff members truly
exist in the CIPs. A particularly concrete.indicatiOn of this posi-
tive climate in the four replication CIPs was the general absence
of derogatory graffiti in the sites. .

The aame positive affect is also evident in CIP classes and
counseling sessions. While the CIP design allows a maximum of 15
interns in class at one time, class size averaged about 10 in the
replication sites. Most of the classroom activities involve ihdi-
vidual interns or small groups, working on learning\packets. The
instructor moves about the room helping the interns with tasks,
suggesting resources, and giving encouragement. Occasionally the

instructor will lead the whole class in a discussion or give a short
talk about a particular subject. The relationships evidenced be-
tween instructors and interns are different from those seen in
regular schools in three ways. First, instructors are able to
devote significant amounts of time to individual interns Second,

instructors show that they know quite a bit about the interns as
individuals. Personal as well as academic subjects are discussed by
instructors and interns. Finally, positive feelings between in-

structors and interns are demonstrated by the way they interact.

In counseling sessions, further confirmation of the special
nature of staff-intern relations is demonstrated. Counselors and

interns discuss all aspects of interns' lives, not just scheduling
and discipline, as is customary at regular schools. The affect
between counselors and interns is noticeably positive, and interns
frequently refer to their counselors fondly and point out the major
role counselors play in their lives. These manifestations of good-
will reflect both the small case loads and the personal attributes of
the counselors.

During the lunch period, there is again much socializing.
Staff members 'frequently eat with interns, and lively conversations
areapparent. _ _ _

After lunch, classes and counseling appointments resume for
another two or three periods. Physical education classes are most
often held in the afternoon. In the CIP sites, PE was held in

9



different locations because the CIPs did not have gyms. Attendance
was also lower in the afternoon as interns with part-time jobs left

_ to 842J-0344:ark These interns-arranged-to-have all of their clisies
in the morning so that they could both work and attend the CIP.
Because of the PE classes and part-time fobs, the CIPs were less
populated during the afternoons.

Classes in the replication CIPs usually ended about three
o'clock. Staff meetings were held after that time. The CIPs held
staff meetings for a variety of reasons--planning, coordination, and
intern evaluation. Extensive joint' planning and coordination are
nec.ssary for the CIP to have its intended impact on "the whole
person." Instructors reinforce one another's lessons by using sim-
ilar illustrations; counselors keep instructors abreast of events in
interns' lives that may affect their academic work, and instructors
keep-counselors up to date on interns' academic progress.

A regular staff meeting in the CIP is called the "disposition
conference" (or "dispo"). These meetings are held often enough so
that the entire intern population is reviewed every two weeks. The

general purpose of the dispos and the other staff meetings is to
ensure that each intern is treated in a systematic, coordinated
fashion by the entire program. Without this coordination, the CIP
would resemble typical high school programs--which turned the
interns off to begin with.

In the dispo each intern is brought up for discussion.t Those
instructors who have the intern in a class and the intern's coun-
selor comment on his/her progress. If there are problems, the group
formulates a plan for addressing them and someone takes responsi-
bility for putting the plan into effect. Progress of the plan and
its outcomes are reported in subsequent dispos, until the problems
are resolved. Thus, the CIP places a high premium on providing each
intern with an integrated, comprehensive experience'. Frequent,
systematic staff planning, coordination, and evaluation meetings are
intended to ensure the quality of the interns' experience) in the
CIP.

During BBC's study of the .CIP replications, a great deal of
effort was put into 'analyzing how and why the CIP is successful.
The,, major elements responsible for success have been mentioned
throughout this descriptioL: small program size, supportive program
climate, high expectations and intern responsibility, individual
attention, highly motivated staff members, and commitment to coordi-
nation: 'The most important factor in successfully initiating and
operating the CIP appears to be the skillful leadership needed to
orchestrate its separate elements into a coherent, purposive whole.
When the CIPs had good directors, they operated very effectively;
when they did not operations deteriorated. To conclude this
description, therefore, we present comments about CIP management
drawn from an extensive interview with one of the most successful
CIP directors.

10
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The formal technique that I have used specif7
ically-has--been-manaretient by'ObjeCiiVes. It is
management by objectives in the sense that
everybody here, the entire staff, knows about
the objectives of the program. Number two, that
they know specifically the goals that are
expected of them to accomplish and when. Number
three has been the liberty to increase innova-
tion. The teachers have all kinds of liberties
to experiment in anything whatsoever in the
classroom.

The important aspect here, in setting up your
objectives and the rest of it, has been the
action process. And the action process is
trying to constantly review what is going'on in
the classroom, checking if this is going on in
the classroom. And it has been the area where I
am definitely interested in seeing lesson plans.'
Copies of lesson plans provide me with the
knowledge of what is going to go on in the
classroom this week. What will go on on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, whatever it is. So whedI
go to the classroom (I observe the classes
constantly), I like to hear something about what
you said you would do according to your plan.
With that kind of result, I have been able to
consistently monitor the instructional process
which' is actually going on in the classroom
situation.

Another part of it has been discipline which is
realistic. There are certain kinds of policies
which have not been, effective because they are
not enforceable, and we don't do those things
just for the sake of doing them. If the policy
is not working, and after we review it and we
find out that there are really definite opera-
tional difficulties in them, we change those
policies.

The other part of it ..has beer, no- nonsense man-
agement and the no-nonsense _management system,

hbased on my concern about how effective our
program is becoming. The way I did it is to
concentrate on the programmatic objectives. I

have myself some sort of ratio which I operated
by,--135-percentu.:of-every stafls-concern-should_

be focused on the program. Ten percent, t
agree goes into staff problems. The five
percent, jiving around if you want to, 'cause

people are going to jive around. The result has
been that, when we meet, our major concerns have



beenwhat-T-171:T; and in what respects are we
going to collectively provide input for tIle
program's succeese

The second aspect has been that, in theApast,
because of probably not developing a process-
action tc program-operation sequence, some
people have just been complacent. I/ have not
allowed complacency in the program because I

believesin my heart that as soon as you allow
complacency to breed into your, program, the
program starts atrophying. The way we did it
was to 'take a functional inventory about the
expertise of individuals here/ and expand it to
program provisioas. Somebody' who walked in here

as a counselor, I found out that person has
expertise in economics. /

I don't think we could have supplied this
program optimum service or time if we had just
confined ourselves to the task which we were
supposed to do by title--counselor. In order
for us to reduce boredom and increase our
functional ability, 'what we did was, 'Oh, you
are here as a counselor but in your educational
area, what other areas do you have strengths?'
'Well, my strengths are in math.' Fine. Then
what you do is give us help in math. So we have
somebody who is a counselor teaching physical
education, doing math, and still counseling.
You are not going to have any time for yourself
during the day to go through boredom where you
move from one cubicle to another cubicle just
conversing because you have too much time on
your hands. It's done in a very subtle way.

This CIP 'director's management philosophy clearly demonstrates
the kind of staff commitment and the integrated, comprehensive
approach needed to make the program function.



III. SITE CASE HISTORIES

Site A

The city where Site A is located has approximately 500,000
reddents shd is ethn.ically diverse. Its minority population (17%)
includes balanced proportions of Blacks, Asians, Spanish Americans,
and native Americans. .The city has a diversified economy an as

one iratructor commented, "The economy is now in an upswing. There
are lots of jobs with now. There is unemployment, but [it) is
very low." (The unemployment rate among 16-to-21-year-olds was
approximately 16%.)

Urban decay is not as prevalent as in some major cities, though
there ere areas of poverty and substandard housing. The city is
also characterizefl by a "complacency"--the result of a deceptively
subtle form of loverty where "there is just enough to get by,"
according to a former staff member. As one instructor commented:

There are jobs out there, short term and the
like, but they don't go anywhere. They [in-
terns) don't realize that.... Povertrin this
city is deceptively subtle, don't let :t fool
you. You won't see the torn down crvmbling
buildings like [another major city] but
you go on and [streets] the houses
don't look too bad-WiTit's worse in a way.
They [interns] are satisfied with their position
in life. ThsiA. part-time jobs. A dollar's
worth of gas is enough_for___most.__of_..the that

have cars. They'll just cruise on it until
they're empty. Them they'll just wait until
they earn another couple of dollars.... It's

not like poverty like you see in other cities;
its deceiving.

. ,

The' city has traditionally supported alternative education.
When the CI?, .7.-:is introduced, there were about,a dozen other alter-
native high schools attended by some 1,250 students. City-wide the
dropout,rate was approximately 6%. At the alternative high schools
it was just over 40%.

The site itself is housed in half of - former religious school.
A-10-income apartment complex faces the CIP directly across the
Street. A few defiti§rated houses can bt found down the block. The

site is loLatednear a local "pain drag," .and is only a mile from
one of itcfeeder high'schools.

Site A, along with the other sites, receives a contrabt-ffdm
OIC/A on,15Tecember, 1977. The director of the program was selec-

___ted'from the local OIC. A "program manager" was'hired to serve in
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the'dual role of instructional supervisor and general Program
manager (in contrast to the other programs where the instructional
supervisors did not have general 'management responsibilities).

An LEA school-liaison person was assigned to the CIP in Jan-
uary, 1978, and an LEA .curriculum consultant was assigned in Feb-
ruary. During this time period, the program was incorporated into
the LEA as an alternative school. Site A was unique in this respect
(the other sites remained independent of the LEAs), and the arrange-
ment proved to be a disincentive for feeder school cooperation early
in the demonstration. In the other sites, students served by the
CIP remained on the feeder school's rolls. Thus, monies distributed
on tht basis of average daily attendance continued to flow to the
feeder school. At Site A, when students enrolled in_the CIP,_they
had to be removed from the feeder school's roll and there was a
"tonstqUent=loss_qflunds._ As a result, the schools were inclined to
discdurage recruitment activititi.

The school district did provide the CIP with a list of 3,200
dropouts ac 4 base from which to recruit. Unfortunately, only 14
interns were successfully recruited from that list. Others were
recruited by members of the CIP staff through churches, community
agencies, the local OIC, and by door-to-door canvassing.

Because Site A was incorporated into the LEA, it was the only
CIP to award its own diploma. In the other sites, graduates re-
ceived their diplomas from the feeder schools. Students appeared
to prefer receiving their' diplomas from well-known institutions.
Thus, at Site A, they often returned to the feeder school just
before completing their requirements for graduation.

The union and the school board approved the program on 27
February and, on 20 March, Site A opened its doors to 73 first-
cohort interns (the second site to begin operations). LEA support
was provided in various forms at this time, e.g., arranging free bus
transportation and free school lunches.for interns.

RMC's evaluation contract began 1 April, 19'78. .,o weeks
later, NIE, DOL, and.OIC/A visited egite A. The NIE a-visit
report notea that, in general, the CIP was progressing well. Much
the same impression was obtained by RMC staff members during the
course of a get-acquainted visit in mid-June, although, attendance
was observed to be low. Recruiting for the second cohort was well
underway but summer, competition from other DOL-fuilped youth pro-
grams, and the less-than-enthusiastic support offered 'by the feeder
schools made Zhe task quite difficult.

Site A, like-the other sites, Was receiving considerable pres-
sure from NIE to recruit enough youths to =form a control group as
well. as to fill available/Jopenings in the program. After much
effort, it became clear that these goals could not be met and the
site was given the go-ahead to enroll the 68 applicants it had
awaiting admission. On July 24th, 54 accepted the invitation and
entered the program.

14
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RMC's first data collection visit occurred in the sec and week

of August, 1978. OIC/A was also on site, providing technical assis-
tance to the program. Instruction was individualized and team
teaching approaches were observed. Intern and staff interviews
indicated high morale and dedication to the program. The only
probim observed was the high turnover of managers and professional
staff members (50%) during the initial eight months of operation.
The NIE August, 1978, site report also indicated that there were
problems with attendance, the absence of a resource center, recruit-
ment (compounded, by high attrition between testing and entry), and
staff training.

Enrollments at all sites were substantially below expectations
and pressures to "get more kids" continued to be applied by NIE.
Most of the counseling staffs at all sites spent the majority of
their time in recruiting activities--much to the detriment of their
other functions-. Finally, NIE and DOL agreed to collapse t:e
planned-for third and fourth cohorts into one and to require each
site to enroll 90 youths in the program and provide an additional 55
control studeas.

In December, NIE advised OIC/A and the sites of this decision.
They were also told that failure to meet these quotas would result
in termination. After an exhausting effort, Site A managed to.meet
its enrollment objectives and the program began serving third-cohort
interns on 5 February, 1979. The threats termination, however,
had negatively affected staff morale and turnover.

RMC's second data-collection visit to Site A, in late February
1979, revealed that, while the program's components were mechani-
cally in place and, interns perceived the CIP as a good place to be,
intern attendance was low and staff morale problems were surfacing.
A major problem detracting from the program climate and directly
contributing to intern absenteeism resulted from the absences and
repeated late arrivals of several instructors and counselors. This
situation affected staff morale because many individuals appeared
"to get awaywith it "without being penalized. Staff members com-
plained of "inconsistent messages" and blamed the problem on "weak
management" and poor communications from administration to staff,
Many `staff members felt frustrated in their attempts to do their
jobs when requests were bottlenecked at administrative levels of
both the CIP and the OIC.

While a supportive climate pervaded the CIP, rules governing
attendance and dress did not appear. to be vigorously enforced.
Tardiness during the first period (when the CCS is offered) was se-
vere. It was also quite noticeable in other classes. Attendance
was also a. problem, averaging around 60% but lower on Fridays.
Regarding discipline, the attitudes of teachers and counselors did
not appear consensual. Some were 'annoyed at the interns' behavior
and enforced conduct and dress rules on their own. Others took a
laissez-faire approach. Expressing dissatisfaction in this regard,
one counselor said, "Our problem is that.we haven't been too
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effective in discipline. The inability to implement the intern's
code of conduct, fiarinstance. You have to get support all the way
down the line. It's important to be consistent with our policy."

Since RMC's earlier visit, there had been five additional
resignations, including that of the second program manager. While
he had not been highly regarded professionally by instructors
because of a lack of educational experience, his departure was
symptomatic or the general malaise that existed. Furthermore, the
LEA curriculum consultants had been explicitly isolgted at the
director's order, and they were unhappy and frustrated.

A staff committee to establish policies and procedures was
instituted in March, 1979. It recommended an Intern Code of conduct
and a Dress Code in April which led to strong intern f,elinss
against the program and to brief and generally ineffective boycott
by interns.

RMC issued a n interim report on CIP implementation inMarch.
The report described both the successes and the problems each site
had encountered to that date. Unfortunately, the Site A OIC chlse
to'communicate only the negative information to'the site staff in an
attempt to "whip them into shape." Instead of producing the debired
effect, the action served instead to demoralize the staff. I

We sat there and listened to i [the report]
and it got worse and worse'and worse. After a
while I got up and asked him, "Did they. say
anything good?" and the reply was: "It wasn't
conveyed to me."

It was not long after this event that the director resigned- -
not only from the CIP but from the OIC as well. -,There was much
concern about the future, and implementation was at a standstill.
Enrollment had dropped from 148 at the end of January to 80 interns
at the end of April.

a

When RMC next visited at the end of April, 1179, there was,
understandably, fierce resentment expressed by the CIP staff. An

afternoonlong meeting between the staff and the site visitors
helped to confront the issue, but confidence was restored only
gradually. Operation was perfunctory in, regard to program mech
anics, and the CIP's climate was very negative.

,

r

A new director was appointed late in May, 1979, and he began
major efforts to recoup interns who had dropped out and to develop'
a strong summer program. A new counseling supervisor was brought in
from the OIC in June to complete the management team, which then
consisted of a second director, the third program manager, and the-
third counseling supervisor. However, in August the program manager
resigned, and, in September, was followed. by ,the director. The
counseling supervisOr was then named director, and he filled the
position of program manager and counseling supervisor from within
the CIP'staff.

16



1 During the summer of 179, discussions about extending the
demonstration were underway at the national level, -so Site A began
once again to recruit, though on' an informal basis. At the end of
S ptemter there were 91 potential interns awaiting intake testing.

---I
In December, 1979, RMC visilted Site A for the fourth official

datacollection period: Despi&the earnest efforts of the director
and program manager, staff.and,intern morale were very low. The
staff seemed barely interested in their .work; most confided they
were looking for jobs. There was hope, though, that the large
number of interns who were expected to enroll for the extension
'period would give new life to the program. However, staff members
reported major communications problems with the director, who was
felt to be autocratic and insufficiently experienced in alternative
education.

Interdattendance was very low; refIecting.tt.e negativism that
seemed to pervade the entire site. RMC Bite visitors Counted only
23 interns in attendance on one day.. They also observed sic intern
fights during the first week of.theorisit. In one class, two female
interns were observed literally teaAng.each other's hair'out. LEA
officials were aware of most of these difficulties. They chose,
however, to give the new administration the" opportunity to respond
to these problems before attempting to intervene.

DOL and NIE finally authorized a.ninemonth extension of the
CIP demonstration. The fact thip the extension was for 9 instead of
the expected 18 months came as an unpleasant.surprise to staff at
all of the sites. The authoriiation, furthermore, was not announced
until two weeks before the original dedonstration was scheduled to
end, a delay that caused substantial unrest among staff members at
all' levels%

When the site was given authorization to enroll 'a new Cohort
testing began immediately. By 27 February, 1980, 102 applicants had
been assigned to the CIP, but only 78 actually enrolled. More in'
terns were subsequestly taken in, but they were not counted as part
of the official treatment group. These "administrative admits"
brought enrollment' to 99 in April. In March; tne fourth program
manager resigned, and was replaced by an outside person.

When RMC visited again at the end of April, the increased size
of the student body had improved the climate somewhat. Hofiever,

staff morale was as low as before and Elser,e were many complaints
about the director's leadership. The counseling supervisor anti the
director could barely disguise their disagreements. Ultimately, the
counseling supervis.or was fired. She, .along with a few of her col
leagues, believed ,that she was fired as a'Tesult of openly voicing
her concerns about management. She was at odds with the.director,
as were many others; however, sbe tried to "reconcile our differ
ences since we have to work together." She elaborated:

.
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I was trying to be real. I told him it was the
way he communicated, not what he had to say. I

told him that.J6e had to be sensitive to that
fact as long as he's workin' with Blecks....You
just can't be dealin' with Black folk that way,
talkin' down to them, tel in' what to do all
the time.... Tellin' 'em o it or you're
fired.... Youalmust try a little give and take,
and,things might.go smoother, you know.

In 'a dumber. Of the,cases, the:director's actions were perceived

by staff as the "measures of aminsecure, threatened administrator."
Half of .the staff complained that "the program was being run by
intimidation." One counselor said, "I fear to say anything, without

fear of losing my job." Another staff, member explainedpart of the
problem (as he perceived it) to the RMC site visitor:

You know, we were told not to talk to you about
the problems; but it's getting desperate, we've
got to tell somebody.... We're told to respect
the chain:of command but he doesn't. He fired a
new; counselor withodt :even askin' (the

counseling supervisOr).. He reprimanded
(care'ir developer) for speaking her mind at a
staff meeting.... He's clearing out the old
staff, you can see it. Wgren't you surprised,
you come here and. there's only a few of us left?

A"clear indication of low staff morale was the local news-
paper's appearance on staff memberk desks each morning--opened to
,the clasilfied sectign, with professional job openings. circled in
ink.

An analysis of the physical setting provides. further insight
into the underlying administrative isolation and rack of trust. The

director'r office is located inIthe far end of the building. It is

routinelY-locked.during the day. Inside the office the desks of She
two top administrators are blocked from sight by large partitions
that.had been installedsince the preOious'site visit. Similarly,
the secretary's desk hadbeen moved from its original position in
the center of the room, first to th^ door and finally to a 'separate
room--another physical manifestation, of the lack of trust in the

office: The significance of,-these physical manifestations was
confirmed by a series of informal interviews with the individuals
involved. .

Dispite the negative climate that prevailed, the program con-

tinued to functio'. In May, 1980, plans were made for a summer pro-
grams that-would take maximum advantage of good weather. During a
break between the end of the school year and the beginning` of the
simmser program, the staff held ,a number oUtraining workshops. On

21;July, the first summer session opened with 61 interns, 25 of whom
-had' enrolled just for the summer to get high school credit's not
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available in the public schools.- Two interns graduated on 25
July in OIC' ceremonies. The second summer session began on 11
August.

RMC's sixth visit occurred the last week of the second summer
session, 25-29 August. By actual count,' attendance ranged from 21
to 31 interns, of 67 enrolled. There was little coordination ob-
served between instructors and counselors, and open arguments
erupted between staff members. The CIP leadership was criticized by
staff 'members in both departments. The counseling supervisor had
recently resigned and theannounced resignations of the director and
program manager were to take effect at the end of August. The

extensive turnover had left very few staff members who had ever been
trained or even formally oriented about the CIP design. Disposition
conferences and the Career Counseling Seminar had been cancelled for
the summer, and there was discussion of not reinstating the CCS in
thefall. Hands-Ons had been reduced from two, one-week job expo-
sures to informal discussions betwoen interne and job incumbents
that seldom consumed more than a few hours. post interns did not
even recognize the term when asked about their Hands-On experiences.
The program was in disarray.

Summary

s?

,Site A began operating the CIP under relatively auspicious
conditions. The LEA was eager to cooperate and was quick to giiq
approval and logistical help. The program achieved a fairly full
implementation status in just a few months. However, it maintained
this status lather briefly. Extensive staff turnover (56 resigna-
tions, terminations, or transfers from the 22 staff positions) made
program continuity most difficult to maintain. The, appointed
leaders of the CIP and the professional staff members, especially
the instructora', never jelled into an effective ,team, and their

'differences became progresssiVely more salient leading to an even-
tua-deterioratio of the program. By the end of the demonstration
period, 293 interns had been enrolled, 58 had graduated, and 40
remained in the CIP. IP

it

Site B
44

The Site B CIP is located in an inner-city area of 'a major
metropolitan center. The local population is ethnically mixed:
Black, Puerto Rican, Castillian Spanish, Italian, and Jewish. The
youth unemployment rate is 57%. The immediate neighborhood of the
CIP fdcility is moderately deteriorated. While there are bdrned-out
buildings and litter strewn about the atreetsqn the neighborhood,
there are also many well maintained homes with neat stoops ,and
yards. _The area from which interns are drawn includes large tracts
of,severely depressed neighborhoods.

\
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The area is plagued with the social ills characteristic of many
inner cities throughout the United States--drugs, prostitution,
arson, property decay, and so on. Especially noticeable in the
surrounding blocks are many boarded-up or burned-out buildings left
partially standing. The shopkeepers, parents, CIP staff, and
interns all give the same explanation: arson. .A local minister
commented:

They sold us out, the city fathers. They don't
give a damn. The shopkeepers around here, I:ve
known them all for years. They're running
scared. They hire out to burn down their build-
ings. It's for the insurance. And the crime of
it is HUD won't put any money into a block that
has two or more houses burnt-down in it. They
:figure it's not worth it--the rest of the block
will go before long. It used to be there was u
building burning down three to four a day. Now
it is at a standstill; maybe it's time for a
turnaround.

Interns point out the "beautiful nonsense" of the streets--old
men with the DTs urinating on buildings, pimps wearing platform
-shoes and rabbit fur c'ts, open prostitution and dope transactions,
gambling, "boosting," 'young men pitching pennies "just passing

time."

k,11Other feaiur. of the community that are noticeable are the
ironts and the poli e. Knowing all the places in town to "cop dope"
is a valuable part ofitreet knowledge for many youths. The front
is one of the more interesting places to "cop dope." A front might
be, for example, a record shop or a health food store that sells
legitimate products as a cover for its 'major business, selling
narcotics. In-the-first front observed, two policeofficers clearly
recognized and then calmly walked by an open drug transaction in the
store. When asked why no action had been taken, she key informant
replied:

)

They don't need the money. They'll only bust

1
you if they need the money you know. They get

1 .

I

paid off regular. You take some of them, k

r though, they'll just reach right into the
register and pull the money out and leave you
the nickel (bag- of marijuana) that they came in
to bust you for in the first place, you know
'what :.mean, and then they let you go free, you

\ .

know, as if nothin' ever happened.

This is the.community atmosphere--a climate conducive to crime,
dropping out, or just hanging Out. The role models of "successful"

activities. Though many interns come from "good homes" with re-
adultst_ both mile and female, are often associated with criminal

sponsible and respectable adult models, the street culture--a very

,1_____
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po wful environmental force affecting interns--cannot be ignored.
The program is faced with the task of altering strongly reinforced
street culture behaviors and values that are antithetical to the CIP
world-of-work values and rules of behavior.

The subcontract agreement between OIC/A and the Site B OIC was
signed on the 15th of December, 1977. Three-fourths of the staff
were recruited, oriented, and trained during that same week. The
facility was modified to prepare for operations in January. By the

end of January, the CIP building had been renovzted--through the
OIC's contribution of $120,000, not reimbursed from demonstration
funds--and the LEA superintendent had endorsed the program. Some
intake testing had also been conducted. However, when the CIP began
making aetailed,logistical arrangements with the.feeder school prin-
cipal, the teachers' union began to object, ostensibly because of
fear that the CIP would take jobs away from union teachers. (Ani-
mosity between the union and-the principal of the feeder school may
have been an even more important contributing factor.) The school
board also delayed approval, the critical issues being CIP staff
certification, awarding credit to CIP interns, And the teachers'
union resistance.

Th. e union gave its sanction to the CIP in March, 1978, under
-an agreement whereby the CIP would employ three'union members (a
condition never enforced) and recruit from a different feeder
school than originally proposed. Though the school board had not

voted its official approval, it seemed probable that it would
once the certification process was completed. Working on Otis
assumption, the CI? enrolled its first cohort of 56 interns on 17
April, 1978.

',NIB set 26 April, 1978, as a deadline for Site B to obtain
a chool board resolution. When this deadline was not met, it was
ex ended to 3 May, then to 25 May, next to 17 June, and eventually .
to 16\July", 1978. The program finally obtained the resolution that
ena led it to aiard academic credits on 9 July, 1978. Local educe-

tio agency Odlitics and the fact that school system leadership was
in he\ process of trrnsition from the "lame duck" to the newly
ele tecladministration were responsible for the delay.in obtaining
the resolution.

The\ second cohort, originally scheduled for intake in Sept-
*? ri 1978,_was delayed apprOXimately one month since major re-

.4xtiiiiing difficUlttei-had_ been-encountered. ay' mid-October, only 60
t 4*1 interns haCheerijdentifiet. A decision was then made to

-enr ll-i oftheitoOlerprogram with the provision that the
.reia cohorts wnuidlia%e control groups. :

. ..

. Cle first data=d011eCtiOn visit to Site B was near the-end of
'4;kt° 0.1 'Ow ptosksalimate at that time reflected many of the
chaff Ciitoics of -the--CIP Staff members mare, on the whole,
dn8i-4e0O the qrspproachand to helping interns. The positive
AOti 04 Of the "'tiff were' -reflected in a pervasive concern for
. _
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improving the program. Staff members freely expressedtheir enthu
siasm about working in the CIP and their high hopes for its success.

Individualized _pacing and personal attention were evident in
each classroom. Interns were cbserved enthusiastically partici
pating in role playingi-brainstorming, and problemsolving activiy
ties in CCS classes. Instruction' was varied in practically all
reading, language arts, math, social studies, and elective classes
and included the use of didactics, lecturing, small group instruc
tion, and individualassignments. A science instructor had not yet
been found. As a result, this course was taught by a group of other
instructors (including the director) on a temporary basis. Science

teaching, as a result, was priniarily of the-traditional wholegroup
variety.

The staff perceived the director as a leader with "strong
management" skills able to make decisions on their requests re
garding program operation (even though they may have disagreed with

some of his decisions). They were aware ofthe difficulties he
encountered regarding LEA politics and respected his ability to
"juggle so calmly on a tightwire." Though many of the staff members
considered his techniques "dictatorial," they still indicated re
spect for his abilities. Interns, in small groups, often joked
*bout the director, characterizing him as a dictator, but these same
interne were observed frequenting his "open door" office regularly
throughout the day on their own initiative to talk or just say "hi."
Interns were also seen in and out of the middle management offices- -
for official and unofficial personal reasons.

Staff members' interactions with interns reflected the positive
climate that had been attained in Site B. They took an active role
in helping the interns with serious problems in their personal
lives, problems that might otherwise have interfered with their

studies. One intern discussed how a counselor had helped him:

Mr. (the counselor) he's an on man. He's

' real little. For a little man I didn't expect
so much out of him. I had certain family prob
lems that would bother me and he told me there
were ways you can get around this from a,sit
down'with your mother, He says, "you are 20
years old and and you still 'mil there, you'got
your mind gain' in circles. You don't quite
know what you want to do yet an' still you got
the power within you, because we can just look
at you and see the progression you makin' on
your reading tests and stuff."

Interns were also held, accountable for meeting behavioral norms
regarding dress; for instance, interns were sent home for wearing
tennis shoes or hats in school. Periodically interns would test the
policy by- wearing their sneakers because "they want to be told to
take hem_off--they want the attention." Those just seeking
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attention--tee fing the policy--were recognizable because they
usually had their regular shoes in their lockers. Interns were also
held accountable for absences or tardiness and getting assignments
in on time. The manner in which the enforcement was carried out

'reflected caring and concern, but also firmness. Interns' reactions
to staff Members' rule enforcement showed acceptance and under-
standing. For instance, concerning the dress code, one intern
reMarked:

I think they are right you know. It's a hassle
but you know somebody got to go on a job'inter-
view. They're dot-going to go to work and get
that job wearing sneakers and no scarf on their
head.

One of the strongest indications of the interns' positive
feelings about.the CIP in Site B was found in the manner they char-
acterized the site.

A

We-are all together here as one body and'all one
group. We all is friends together. We're
mostly like family' here.... It's like our own
little community heie you know.

The interns also perceived the sincerity of their instructors,
both as instructors and as human beings.

Before they give us, the packets they go through
the course of research; researching what they're
doin'4:*.and then they hand it to us and if any-
thing is wrong they know it's wrong. They
showin' us that teachers can make mistakes.
'Cause they showin' us they rFW more human than
just robots: That's *hat makes this system of
this school' more flexible.

Most frequently, interns spoke'about the CIP in terms of its
,contrast to their -lormer schools; which they described as u,.ess-
*204.".. Thirty to- fOrttatudenti in a class'sitting on the desks,
Ciiiiing:u0"iirclasiONOgging teachers in the classrooms and stair-

of:marijnana permeating the hallways, guards in the
and ldentiIiCation,cards and, paSses to go into the build-

jauliMiUframonajigi:*the.6nilding'io,another were typical char-
e4erfetkerhejnternslien4Oned. Iheiajor newspaper in the area
i:ai0t404*4*.at,nndred unemployed teachers preferred unemploy-
**'*40aChint inIthe..*hOOis,, citing physical danger as the
eingi*:gri:441riiinn for their :stance. Most students coming from
0.1.40001abittarly,.00Mplained about the treatment they received
:i1404ifle*Whigh4OhoOli:

.

AV!had:4,Credits but ['the high school) said I
.:Only:.h44-17ccording to the computer that they
Iiad:fA'hii4ridei-they put down. So that messed
AlivarOmad



The worst thing is your friends come up to you
when you're gettin' up to go to class and says
"Hey man, ya wants get highP--What are ya gonna
do? So you go with them and you start cutting
tbe classes and the next thing I knew I wasn't
im school no more. I'd come to school every
mdrning, but I wouldn't go into the building.
I'd just be out there smokin' that herb and
hangin' out.

Interns were internalizing the CIP's world-of-work norms about
attendance, dieis, and other issues, and demonstrated it in various
ways. A poignant illustration of this occurred during the site
visit. A group of interns were in an uproar, prolesting vehemently
about a counselor who came to work wearing a scarf on her head. The
interns had already internalized the negative value associated with
this "tabOo" behavior and "came down" on her for breaking the rules:
Additional manifestations of interns' positive feelings about the'

CIP included: a high. rate of attendance in school and at school
functiOns such asAances; existence of a functioning student coun-
cil; the ease interns displayed in talking and joking with the

staff; the absence .of gfaffiti on the walls; the absence of profan-
ity in the building; the absence of smoking or loitering in the
halls; and the courtesy and politeness demonstrated by interns-with
staff members and other interns alike.

During the three months between.RMC's first and second site
visits, two math teachers and an aide left the CLP for higher paying

jobs. Two other professionals had left earlier for the same reason
and this pattern was to continue. Compared to the other sites, how-

eirer, turnover was low. Also unlike the other sites, almost all
terminations were self- initiated, a, fact that attested to the
success Site B had experienced in recruiting, screerfing, and hiring

staff. At all times, the managers, instructors, and counselors were
well qualified individuals with experience and attitudes appropriate
to their jobs.

A third cohort, complete with a randomly assigned control
group, was to be enrolled by the end of January, 1979. The director
was concerned over meeting the specified quotas (90 interns and 55
controls) and initiated negotiations with a second feeder school.
Largely as a result of his efforts, the third cohort grew to 106
interns and 60 controls.

The influx of the 106 new interns in January had effects that
were apparent at the time of RMC's second visit in February, 1979.
Some classes had to be held in a nearby community center because the

CIP building was'too small for the almost 200 interns enrolled.
Unfortunately, crossing over from one building to the other provided
intern's with the temptation to cut classes or roam the streets, and
attendance suffered as a result. Much of this behavior was reduced

by an administrative "crackdown" involving strict enforcement Of

existing rules. Attendance and attitudes improved following this
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action, but the program's climate never quite regained the level it
had reached prior to die entry ofIthird-cohort interns--,perhaps be-
cause the sheer numbers present precAuded the level of individual-
ized attention that had been'possible earlier.

Counselors could not see interns as often as they liked, both
because there were *o many interns and because the new interns re-
quires extra attention in the beginning. In addition, the loss of
several instructors made it necessary for counselors to fill in in
the Classrooms. Local OIC requisition procedures were affecting the
CIP!s acquisition of instructional materials. It was also proving
difficult to find enough Hands-On placements, a problem aggravated
by a lack of good public transportation near the CIP.

Despite these problems, the CIP was generally going very well.
Program functions were clearly being performed. The staff had
modified or dropped many of the OIC/A-provided "learning packets"
developed in the prototype," replacing them with materials they had
developed or identified themselves. Staff and intern morale were
high, and interns were very 'vocal is their positive feelings about
the CIP.

In late February, 1979, Site B held its first formal graduation
ceremonies. Fourteen graduates were added to the eight who had
completed the program earlier. A formal Parent-Teachers Association
was formed in March. However, attendance began to decline. To com-

bat this problem the CIP instituted a twice-daily attendance check
and a policy of rewarding high attendance with field trips. Never-
theless, the problem persisted throughout the demonstration without
responding to any of the several tactics employed to combat it.

4

The decline in attendance to have been an intern response to
a decline in staff morale. On the third vis?t to Site B, in April,
1979,,, staff members complained about low salaries; excessive work-
loads; lack of,time for thoughtful planning, program development,
and :getting_ to icno*_interns _well; lack of vacation, time betWeen
sessions to reCuperate from the heavy demands of the CIP; and un-
controllable vandalism. The director was aware of all these prob-
lems. He hid requested OIC and OIC/A help with the'vandalism prob-
lem, hoping to obtain a security guard. No funds'could be made
available for this purpose, however, and the problem persisted.

The time pretsure of the demonstration made workloads heavy,
and intersession breaka brief. Attempts to establish efficient
procedures for getting-. substitute teachers from the LEA had not
-bOrne There:wire also strained relations between the coun-
sel** and thecounieling-ipperViCor,that were exacerbated by OIC's
reluctance to give the :Mk-director full autonomy'in terminating
i nefhwtive staff members: ho had been drawn from OIC roles.

Despite, these problems, program functions appeared to be .per -
formed adeq4ately, if with less positive affect than was observed

Interns still Strongly endorsed the cu.

At,
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In June, 1979, the CII graduated another 35 interns, 14 (40%)
of'whom were accepted into colleges. As a result, the CIP director
was approached 1, a number of other schools and by parents who
Vlanted to send students no succeeding in the public schools to the
CIPr Though LEA policies precluded transfers to the CIP from other
than the desigaated feeder schools, this confirmation of community
acceptance was welcome news.

The period between June and the December, 1979, site visit was
marked by a series of break-ins, initial recruitment of the fourth
cohort, and tremendous- uncertainty regarding program extension
beyond 1979. In fact, a number of staff members left the program.
There vere, however, no other significant events.

A,/ the beginning of December,- RMC visited the CIP a fourth
time. The situation was much as i,t had been in April, Staff morale
had improved, but still suffered from the same problems, except that
the counseling supervisor had resigned and been replaced with a very
popular and competent member of the original counseling staff. This
had made a mticeable difference in counseling operations, but it
-had not alleviated problems of too much work, too little time, and
too little pay. Members of the staff were showing signs of the
.familiar "burn-out" '.phenomenon. Nevertheless, program functions
were being fulfilled and the climate was positive, oar balance. The
approval of the extension and the site'/S success in already having
identified the necessary 75 new enrollees for the extension had
relieved' short-term anxieties about the future. (Site B was re-
quired to enroll only 75 interns for the extension because, with
its large current' enrollment, .no more than tnat number .could be
accommodated.)

In February, 1980, the CIP. graduated another eight interns,
bringing the total to 61 graduates. Nin --five percent of the 188
interns enrolled after-intake of the fine. aohort were still active,
though attendance,hovered at about 60%. It continued to be diffi-
cult-to procure Hands-On placements and to find time for visiting
interns' homes, but the basic CIP functions were strong. Staff and
intern morale had risen, and program climate was positive.

Site B's reputation for'excellence was bringing large numbers
of visitors to the program, e.g., there was a visit from the Min-
istry o' Australian Education. In March, the site received an
official White House commendation from the Assistant to.the Pres-
ident for Domestic Affairs And Policy. The award was gratefully
received by program personnel and boosted staff morale. Then, in

April, the director announced his intention to resign, for reason of
career advancement. RMC was visiting-tho site at the time.

The resignation of the director, whom interns and staff con-
sistently credited as the most important 'factor in getting and
keeping the CIPrunning, was a severe blow. Added to the approach-

-,

ing end of the demonstration period, his imminent departure created
nueh anxiety about the CIP's future. The director's resignation
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coincided with'a ifeiriash of break-ins. During the previous month,
there had been a break-in every week. During the RMC visit, the.
site was again broken into, with papers strewn about and desk's
rifled. The staff identified this act as the behavior of vandals
outside the program--possibly terminated interns seeking revenge
againsE'thelirogram. In addition, the site visitor's rental car was
broken into. A suitcase, a briefcase, and the car's battery were
-stolAn.

The climate of fear imposed on the CIP about this time was
further compounded by the slashing of one staff member's tires, the
smashing of another staff member's windshield, and the theft of yet

another's hubcaps that occurred one week following the April site
visit. The level of the staffs' intense personal dedication to the
program was evidenced by their sheer endurance and determination to
continue working under these circumstances.' In fact, as is often
the cases the series of calamities just described appeared to
intensify he commitment of both the staff and interns to the
program.

During the course of RMC's April visit, many changes were ob-
served in program operations. Hands-On activities and home visits
had increased; more staff time was available for instructional and
counseling activities because recruiting had stopped; and the new
interns were finally settled in their courses. Other program func-
tions were operating well, but 42 interns had left since.the last
site visit (22%) and there was high anxiety about the implications
of the director's resignation. The CIP participants knew the OIC
had plans to appoint an acting director, but no one knew when. The
attitude toward the CIP was very positive, but uncertainty dampened
the overall climate.

While lookihg for a suitable.permanent director, the local Of
gave its deputy executive director responsibility for the CIP.
Later, a half-time interim Acting director was assigned to the pro-
gram. kith appointees were sincere in their desire to do a good
job, but both they and others perceived their tenure at the GIP as
temporary. The result was to lower the motivation and morale of the
staff. In addition, staff attendance was sporadic or irregular. As
one informant commented:

What do you exp t? We don't'know what's going
to happen. We don!t even know if the place is
going to be funded next year'. But he's [the-
director] temporary and they (the interns) know
it so there are no sanctions.... You can't
blame them, some ale int looking for jobs.
Most of us, you know, Mostly fear "who's coming
next."' We didn't.entirell k ow how good he [the
former director] really was. We knew he was
good .but, you know, only when e's gone do you
begin to really appreciate him. We need a
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leader., Everyone knows he's ,[the interim direc-
tor] a good mars, he knows what to do but he
wants to go back to his old job. There's
nothing wrong with that, its just that everybody
knows he't temporary so the interns don't care
and don't think we care and there's no one to
control the/staff.

During the three months between RMC's fifth and sixth visits to
Site B, operational mechanics were maintained,'but program climate
began to deteriorate. In addition to the impermanent, part-time
leadership, the uncertainty of continuation beyond September con-
tributed to the general malaise. Still, given the circumstances of
no permanent-director and the imminent termination of demonstration
funding, staff morale was higher than might have been expected.

As tended always to be efie-iiiiedUting-the-summer, attendance
was poor7-ranging from 10% to 50%. Most of the staff agreed that
the. summer program should be radically modified in the future Ior
the foliowing reasons: ,poor attendance, staff "burn-out," and "just
being realistic." None of the instructors suggested abolisling the
summer session. Instead, suggestiona such as work-study liograms
were made "so as not to lose contact" with the interns over the
summer.

Summary

An overview of GIP implementation at Site B shows that 297
interns enrolled, 69 graduated, and more than 40 remained in the
program at the end of the demonstration period. Staff turnover was

quite good in comparison to other YEDPA programs. The site went
through a difficult period in its early days,but, after about 10
months, appeared to have effected a fully functional program. The
resignation of the originalAirector in April, 1980, and OIC's sub-
sequent slowness in finding a permanefit-iiiccessor, led to deteriora-
Tion of the CIPri-climate, 1-64 intern attendance, and less adequate
mechanical functioning at the time 'of RMC's final site visit.

Site C

Site C is located in a city of approximately 32,000 residents
in a semi-rural area. The city's main street divides it econom-
ically. Upper-middle class citizens live primarily on the south
side and lower socioeconomic class citizens on the north side of
the town. Many middle-income individuals have been economically
"forced" to live in the suburbs:

e'
The podrer section of the city har well maintained single

family dwellings with some substandard'housing and fiery few houses
that are.boarded..up. Economically, the city depends heavily on one
msjor company, that provides jobs for 22,000 persons. According to a

C
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study by the local planning agency, adult unemployment for the county
is low. But in'the city itself, adult unemployment is 32% and youth
unemployient reaches 80%.

Many CIP staff 'members and ex-staff members commented-on the
"conservative" nature of the community. One staff member said,
"Both the Black and white commUnities are provincial in their-atti-
tudes."

Two of the white staff members from the south side perceived no
real provincialism in the community; however, they also said they
spent, very little time in the north end of city. The majority
of the Black staff members 'described the community as "up south"- -
that is, thesity is physically located in the north but the commu-
nity climate is often like that in "the deep rural south." One
individual said: "When you call to help set up a Hands-On for the
intern and the voice on the other end says.something like 'those
people,' you know who you're .dealin' with." Ex-career developers
have commented on the reluctance of community members to assist
dropouts in general and minorities in particular in "anti-poverty"
programs.

Most of the interns complained about the pressures they experi-
enced at their former high school: administrators were "lookin'
to throw me out all the time," 'Instructors "just not carin' about
ncbody," and fellow students who would lure them away from the class-
room to "get high and just hang out."

Many young men in the CIP have police records. )They charac-
terized the police as unfair and often corrupt. One intern com-
plained about being arrested for trespassing on private property--
.describing it asa formi of harassment. Another intern described
being, physically assaulted in the local police -station after being
arrested for -participating in a minor riot following a basketball

itamf s: .

. .

o ..
.

.

4 . In-----3epteiaberr-1977;-when---OIC/Aannouncedthat.---fundswereex--

local OICs'to begin preparing feasibility studies,_ the Site C
pected to .become available for CIP replication and equested inter-
gated
,OIC,- responded immediately. LEA officials helped Oigniticantly in
the preperatian, ofthe---featOility srudy;, giving the OIC a fetter
frost' :the superintendent promising! stiiii-O-0-:and-imt_analysis of the
potential:Intern population., The featibilit Ludy indicated- that

tcl
thi4,04AiCh bad only -One 'high school (wi .it 23.82 dropout, rate),
had .identified J44 ip.1100eit students and 40 dropouts as potential
.01P 4**i;;Ilii leaSibility, study also stated that the "teachers'
*it* atiiipoiti an .alternative learning environment and it is ex-
Opted: Visit _they will, Sign:off on certain conditions in their con-
ti.aetitC...the schoOl *Strict, to allow the CIP program [to oper-
bOrateV!- It did not indicate whether this expectation was based
on- .direct. contact With the union. .
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When the local OIC was informed on 1 December that its proposal
had been accepted (although funding was not yet' available), it was
also asked to recruit a staff for training by OIC/A in mid-December.
In.a two-week period, approximately 40G persons applied for the 22
positions advertised. The staff the OIC executive director was able
to assemble on such short notice was nearly complete, but seriously
deficient in leadership and other skills. The person eventually
apPointed-director had not, in fact, applied for the directorship,
but for the position of counseling supervisor. He had no previous
managerial or administrative experience and lacked the academic
qualifications specified by OIC/A. Neither the instructional nor
the counseling supervisor had any supervisory experience, although
the counseling supervisor did have a master's degree, counseling
experience in 'community mental health, and extensive community

contacts. Of the 20 staff members hired by the time of the OIC/A
training, about half had been working at the local OIC. Staff
training was conducted in a nearby city by OIC/A personnel on 19-23
December.

Although the feasibility study identifies a building for the
CIP, the facility needed extensive remodeling. It was an °IA three-
story house with small rooms and narrow stairs. The remodeling
created small offices for the administrative and counseling staff.
.The classropms were spread over all three stories of the building.
The room that served as the Resource denter was in the basement.

The CIP staff moved into the building on 22 February, 1978. On
the next day, the firtit cohort of 30 interns (there were no con-
trols) entered the CIP. All 30 were actual dropouts/, as.arrange-
ments for enrolling in-school youth had not been finalized with-the
LEA.

As the CIP staff entered, into discussions with school admin-
istrators about recruiting details, the local teachers' union
learned of the plans and protested. Concerned that the teachers'
union would make trouble, .the high school principal and counselors
became very reluctant to help the CIP. On 20 March, the LEA super-
intendent officially informed the CIP that LEA collaboration was
suspended as a result of union pressure.

The teachers' union felt their contract with the LEA made them
the "sole service providers" and gave them authority °yet hiring and
other personnel practices of any agency delivering instructional
services in the city. The main demands of the teachers' union were
that they would have to' participate' in any CIP-LEA agreement and
that the CIP would.have to hire all instructors. and counselors from
union ranks in accordance with tbe seniority of available personnel..
This position, of course, was unacceptable to the CIP since the

program could 'not afford 1..r. pay union wages. It is also important
to the program to employ instructors and counselors who are young,
caring, and of the same ethnicitylas the interns.

30
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The local OIC was given until, the 26th of April by OIC/A to
secure a formal' agreement Aith the hoard ofedUcation. If they
failed, their contract would be terminated.-' As the impasse with
the teachers' union continued, the deadline was extended first to
12 Hay, then to 15 June, and finally to 16 July. Eventually 0Ip/A's
project directof negotiated personally with the high school prink
cipal and- the president Apf.the teachers'-4nion on 10 July, 1978.
The outcome was an agreement by which the CIP would hire one union
instructor for every 25 students referred by the school and employ
an additional Union'staff member in the capacity of school coordi-
nator. All union members were to be paid by the CIP, bUt at their
LEA rates= which were'sbout40Z above the CIP salary scale. .

During the several months of negotiations leading to school
board and union agreement to cooperate with the CIP, the staff was
working with the initial cohort, completing curriculum materiari,

Ak
11b and making contacts in. the area for Hands-On placements. Renova-

tions to the building were continuing. Recruiting arrangements were
alio being made with three,additionil school districts. When the
LEA approval became official on 13 July, recruiting began again.
Even with the LEOlooperating, however, the CIP was unable to fihd
enough apOlieinti.6*eet enrollment quotas. In October, NIE and
DOL granted'Si'te o- 'ties-mission to enroll a second cohort without
controls, even though itiwas substantially smaller than thedesired
size. immediately, 46 new interne were taken into the program,
bringing.the'official total enrollment -to 76. Thirty-six of the new
interns came from the original school district, and 10 from one of
the new diatricts.,

%

AMC made its first data-collection to Site C 'at the end.of
Octiker, 1978. During thia initial Visit it was learned that staff
iseibeis had lost, much of the enthusiaim they had had immediately
.after being trained by., OIC/A. They-attributed their loss of enthu-
siaes'in part to the delays in-negotiations With he school bdird
and union. There was also evidence of antagonimi and geherAl_
divisivness invo/v/ng various staff members and the administration.

_Instruction in academic subjects was being conducted primarily
in a traditional manner, with lecturing oind large-group instruction.

Learning-pOcets and individual dAignosxs, as well as small-group
and individualized instruitiva,.were abservedaperiedically, With
few exceptions, however,. they merely supplemented ,the more tradi-
iinitalapproachea.

.

A f*Classasysre observed in which interns worked exclusively
withiearning-packets 'ind at their on pace. The packets had been

eliiinate inappropriate content or had been developed by
Eit4,:ataff,maiikers. InstruCtors who used the packets exclusively
*Plastid -the Opinion that their interns were not taking- their
ieOnint ioriously. In a few classes, tents and workbooks were used.
-6,-OpOlammit the- packets. Role- playing .14111 also observed in a few
inst004.
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The CCS classes were taught by teams of counselofs, instruc-
tors, and career developers who used the learning packets. Role
playing and problem solving activities related to "self-awareness
and careers" were incorporated into CCS instruction. Interns were

taken on a number of field trips related to careers and academics,
(e.g., neighboring colleges and' vocational schools) as well as to
cultural enrichment. Resource persons visited, the CCS classes to
share information about their careers and the world of work.

Interns were positive about the program, especially in compar-
ison to' their former high schools. Staff members, however, 'per-
cgived several growing problems. The OIC executive director, having
'sensed that the CIP director was providing inadequate leadership, ,

had assumed some of his duties. The OIC board also insisted on
being involved inmieIP decisions, causing delays and confusion. The

CIP°director had demoted the counseling supervisor and assumed her.
role in the counseling department.

The appointment of four LEA personnel to the CIP--three in-
structors and a school coordinator (who dealt only with the original
LEA)--also created difficulties. The arrangement whereby LEA per-
sonnel would be paid at significantly higher rates than the regular
CIP staff" members, for the same work, caused resentment. The
regular and LEA staff members did not communicate or coordinate
well. It was also-confusing to have one school coordinator to deal
with the original LEA and another working with the new LEAs that had
become involved. Moreover, the regular CIP staff members felt the
LEA was not being as helpful as it should have been. Finally, the

LEA - appointed school coordinator was also the teachers' union
president, and his avowed' interest was in keeping a close watch on
the CIP to make sure it did not take jobs away from union members.

Staff morale was also affected by what was perceived as exces-
sive OIC/A and federal-agency involvement in CIP operations. They

especially resented OIC/A's "intrusion" during the negotiations to
get LEA and union approval because the "deal they cut" led to having

the LEA personnel in the CIP. Furthermore, the concessions made by

OIC/A were ones they had earlier specifically'instructed the local
OIC not to make under any circumstances. It/was the latter factor
that way primarily responsible for the resentment, but without these
concessions it is highly probable the CIP /would hay,e-been closed
down altogether. The staff also harbored bad feedings about the
.pressure NIE and DOL had exerted, through OIC/A, to get the LEA and

union approvals and to recruit. They felt, too, that the federal
agencies had been ambiguous about cohort razes and entry dates. The
delay between recruitment and authorization for intake :.ad caused,
in the staff's View, the loss of a "significant number of interns."

During November, December, and January, the major emphasis was
on recruiting for the third cohort under the pressure of the 31
January, 1979, deadline for enrolling 90 interns and 55 controls.
With the addition of three new school'distriicts in the county to the

catchment area, SiteC was able to meet the deadline. In the first
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week of February, 95 new interns were enrolled, bringing the total
number of interns to 149.

During this'same period, however, the local OIC and OIC/A
realised that radical action had to be taken in regard to CIP
leadership. With OIC/A's endorsement, the OIC executive director
temporarily relieved the CIP director of his duties and took on his
responsibilities herself. The former director was given the title
"Administrative Intern" and continued to work in the program. The
OIC executive director delegated many leadership duties to the
school liaison officer, who managed the CIP's daily operation until
the beginning of March.

RMC's second visit to Site C occurred at the end of February,
1979. The influx of new interns had made the CIP facility very
crowded, and renovations were still not complete. Instruction had
assumed an even more traditional look with emphasis on lecturing,
textbooks, and very little individualized attention. Instructors
said this was' because of the large number of interns, though class
sizes were observed to be the same as on the previous visit. In the
counseling unit, most activity, was centered around the paperwork and
planning involved in processing the new interns into the program.
Counselors were frustrated that they could spend little time indi-
vidually with interns, getting to.know them. Hands-On placements
were also. difficult to find: Disposition conferences had been
suspended in November, due torecruiting activities, but there were
plans to begin holding them again soon.

The second visit also revealed a further reduction of staff
enthusiasm. Dissatisfaction was expressed regarding the CIP admin-
istration and the changes in staff roles that had recently been
made. The majority of staff members felt a need for greater admin-
istrative autonomy for the program. In their opinion, the local
OIC was reluctant to "let go:" One group suggested that the direc-
tor's lack of authority to hire and fire staff was the for
many of the difficulties at the site. Another group referred to a
lack of management ,skills as the source of the administration's
problems. In addition, a few members of the staff--both Black and
white--eipressed some discomfort working under the direction of a
Black man. One the other hand, "race issues have been used to
obfuscate real inadequacies," and individuals were on "power trips,"
according to a reliable former staff member:

Grievances about issues ranging from insufficient supplies to
promised raises'that never-materialized were rarely addressed by
.management, according to several individuals. Resentment occa-
sionally surfaced between the two LEA-employed instructors and the

rest of the CIP staff regarding salary differences, fringe benefits,
working hours, and attitudes. Inadequate communication among staff
members made it extremely difficult for some individuals to function
efficiently in theirroles.
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Staff members were fearful that the funding agency would
terminate .the program when recruitment goals could not be attained.
Internal strife was rampant, as were tension and frustration among
the staff. One instructor echoed the sentiments of the majority:
"It's hard to wake up in the morning not knowing if your job will
even be there from day to day." He added that the local OIC had
placed pressure on staff to "shape up or ship out," leading to an
atmosphere where "everyone is minding everyone else's business." In

fact, many individuals were observed spending an inordinate amount
of time recording voluminous notes about each other "to cover them
selves." This procedure was referred to as "documentation" by the
local OIC and was viewed as an important step in the termination of
staff. There were also a few individuals "waiting in the wings,"
convinced of their ability to assume the administrative roles in the
program.

The effects of these problems had significant impacts on the
interns. Many interns were given class schedules that did not
include the courses they reqUired for graduation. Frustrated, two
interns commented, "I'm bein' ripped off again. They're doin' the.

same thing to me as (the high school)."

A few instructors discouraged interns from pursuing their
career interests without suggesting alternatives. One instructor

acquired from the LEA commented: "It's irresponsible what they're
doing, counseling them all to go to college. Take , she wanted

to go into computer science. The first thing I say is what's her

background? It takes math and she hasn't got it.... There are only
three students in the whole school that are college material."_

The lack of leadership and communication, and the fear and
frustration among the staff were reflected in intern behavior. High

absenteeism, periodic altercations, derogatory graffiti on lavatory
walls, smoking on.the stairs and in the corridors, and other be
haviors characteristic of the neighboihood high school were.observed-
at the site.

Staff attitudes toward the goals.of the CIP and their commit
ment to helping interns, however, remained generally positive. On

both of the first two site visits, dedication to treating interns as
"whole persons," helping them attain their high school diplomas, and
assisting them develop career' awareness was expressed "in spite of

it all."

On 2 March, 1979, the original director was reinstated on a
provisional basis. Unfortunately, however, he was no more effective
during this Troba.. -nary period than he had been earlier. A review
of the program by an OIC board member led to his permanent resigna
tion at the end of March. The OIC board member who conducted the
review took over as interim director until a permanent replacement
could be found. He was well qualified and provided a boost to staff

morale.
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The third RMC visit, in May, 1979, occurred a month after the
interim director had taken over. Recruitment for a new permanent
director had yielded two finalists, both of whom were adequately
qualified and attractive candidates. During RMC's visit, final
selection interviews were underway, with OIC/A participating.

In the CIP, intern absenteeism and attitudes reflected earlier
difficulties. At the start of one day'only 24 interns were present,
although enrollment was officially at 110. Class attendance ranged
from 5 to 9, while rosters showed from 10 to 20 interns officially
enrolled. Counselors were doing little but the paperwork required
by the sending schogl districts. Instruction was perfunctory. Some

instructors were missing due to long-term illnesses or plain absen-
teeism. No disposition conferences been held,since October, and
there was little coordination among staff members.

Despite these problems, staff morale was on the rise. All
staff members were impressed by the skill and style of the interim
director. He had held staff meetings to get communications started.
He had instituted new procedures to encourage and document atten-
dance. A sense of direction and purpose was evident. Steps had
been taken to replace or find substitutes for staff members who had
resigned or were absent or on leave. A first group of 10 interns
had just graduated. -OIC/A had been invited to give training, and
the training had been well received. Though the CIP was not func-
tioning well, it was showing real\and increasing impreivemente

A new permanent director was hired on 14 May 1979. She was an
Operienced secondary school teacher who had worked with disad-
vantttged young people. She also had a strong, outgoing personality
and a vision for the program. Her first actions were to find out as
much as possible about program operations and problems by observing
and interviewing staff members individually and in groups. She
developed specific plans, of action to address the various issues
confronting the CIP. These included regular dein-Mental and whole-
staff meetings, informal staff lunches every Thursday, refinements
to the interim director's initiatives regarding. attendance and re-
tention, organizing the site Advisory Council, and cementing rela-
tions with the LEAs. Within two weeks of her arrival, the ineffec-
tual instructional Supervisor resigned and a search for a new one
was-started. Other staff slots were also filled and substitutes
were hired to fill in for the.' instructors on medical leave.

The staff responded positively to the new director. Though
they remained somewhat skeptical of her ability to improve things-rr
because they had heard such promises before- -the staff members
reported feeling that it there was aay chance, the new director
would be able, to capitalize on it.

At, this time, negotiations were proceeding about the extension
of the demonstration. While the other sitevawere told they could
expect td be extended, a decision about Site C was held off until
an October prograit review by DOL. DOL visited at the end of June
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to take a preliminary look at the program. The CIP staff and
interns felt the visitors showed little interest in their program.
They stayed two hours and left without requesting any information
they had not already received through OIC/A. The director stated,
in her June, 1979,' monthly report, "We have made many changes and'
worked very hard. It was frustrating to all of us not Eo have the
opportunity to demonstrate our gains. The visit left us with an
empty feeling and an idea that perhaps DOL had already decided our
fate," though this was not the fact.

During the summer and early fall of 1979, Site C was under
great pressure to get the program up to par. One of the instructors
was promoted to instructional supervisor on 25 June. He immediately
began organizing an instructional planning and record-keeping
system. He also instituted staff' training sessions on a number of
topics. Extra-curricular activities were organized to motivate in-
terns, and part-time summer jobs were made available through an
arrangement with the CETA prime sponsor. New policies regarding
student and staff conduct were promulgated by the director. All

staff vacancies were filled. In general, the period leading up to
the October DOL review was one of intense revision, reform, and
upgrading of operations, including frequent contact with OIC/A for
consultation and training.

A review of the CIP's building occupancy permit in September
disclosed that, by fire' department standards, the facility was-un-
acceptable for more than 130 persons. With plans to recruit a new
cohort when DOL's approval for extended operation was granted, the
old building would be inadequate. A search was begun for a new
building. One was found and renovated in October. The CIP moved
there immediately. Recruitment was also begun on the assumption the
October review would be positive.

On 30 October, 1979, DOL paid its long-awaited visit to Site C,
and found the program acceptably improved. Intensified recruitment
for a new cohort of 00 interns and 75 controls began. By this time
agreements had been made with five LEAs, and the staff anticipated
an easier time meeting recruitment quotas. In addition, the ap-
proval from DOL, the new building, and the months of reform activ-
ities contributed to higher staff morale and optimism.

RMC visited again in December, 1979. Enrollment was down to
49, but attendance'was up. The new building was a definite improve-
ment. Instruction showed the characteristics of the CIP design.
The Counseling staff was involved in recruitment virtually full-
time, but there was no alternative if a new cohort was to be en-
rolled. Staff morale was high, owing to the improved leadership
situation. There were still some problems, but they seemed minor
compared to the situation earlier.

Recruitment for, the extension-period cohort was going slowly,
as the LEAs were proving reluctant to refer in-school youth and the
school coordinator refused to deal with any LEAs but the original,
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where he was still officially employed. Lists of actual dropouts
provided by the LEAs had not led to many recruits. The original LEA
was alao requiring a burdensome reexamination of CIP staff certifi-
cation. However, it was being very helpful in supplying substi-
tutes, lunches for interns, and excess furniture and instructional
materials. The local OIC, satisfied with the new CIP director's
performance, was giving the CIP more autonomy.

In January and February, 1980, Site C enrolled 62 new interns,
and a control group of 29 was established. Though these numbers
were lower than DOL had stipulated for the extension, DOL and NIE
accepted them. Attendance was high and there were 94 interns,
enrolled. Some intern behavior problems had surfaced because, ac-
cording to the director, the new interns were younger and less
mature than the old interns. Money also became a problems in the
early months of 1980 because DOL and NIE had not yet released the
extension funds to OIC/A.

In April, 1980, RMC visited Site C for the fifth time. Atten-
dance was reported above 70%. Instruction was observed to be ap-
propriately individualized. However, the LEA-supplied instructors
were felt to be less sensitive to interns, causing friction. The
counseling department was very heavily involved with paperwork for
internal purpbses and to meet the reporting requirements of the five
sending LEAs. As a result, there was too little time for actual
counseling. The new instructional supervisor was felt by the coun-
selors to be insensitive to interns andnot supportive of "humanis-
tic" approaches. There was evidence of staff "burn-out" in the
complaints staff members had about "management's" high expectations,
delays in funding, insufficient supplies, low.pay, lack of adequate
vacation time, and other issues. The climate was not,generally as
positive as it had been in December, though it was nowhere near as
depressed as a year earlier. Nevertheless, the CIP appeared to be
functioning adequately with allowance for the pressures of no
funding since December and tiredness among the staff members.'

RMC's sixth and final visit to Site C was in August 1980--just
a few weeks before the demonstration- period ended. The most dra-
matic event of the summer happened while RMC was on site. During
that visit, the CIP direEtor, the instructional supervisor, and the
reading specialist departed. Their resignations were partially
motivated by career-advancement opportunities at other institutions,
but the impending end of the demonstration period also played an
important role. The exodus of these individuals had a strong effect
on the program. Staff members and interns both tried to face the
future optimistical-ly-, but- there was arealreal pall of concern that
affected instruction, counseling, and program climate. _Whereas, on
earlier visits, there had been frustration at obstacles combined
with resolve to overcome them, there was now a fatalistic resigna-
tion as to what might happen next. The site visitors could see
standard operating procedures beginning to be circumvented or
ignored. Attendance was down significantly from the earlier levels
and interns displayed little enthusiasm. Staff members performed
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their duties mechanically but without spirit. There was form but
not substance.

There is evidence that new leaders were able to revitalize the
program once 'more. RMC was unable to verify this turnaround by
first=hand observation, however.

Summary

The history of the Site C CIP was a checkered one indeed.
Inadequate leadership and difficulties with the LEA and teachers'
union in the beginning reoulted in a weak program through the first
14 or 15 months. 'Capable and experienced leaders then turned the
situation around. During the last 10 or 12 months of the demonstra-
tion period, the program was close to achieving full implementation.
However, an uncertain future and more attractive job opportunities
elsewhere led key staff members to resign, leaving the program with
appropriate structure and form but an uncertain future. By the end
of the demonstration period, Site C had enrolled 233 interns and
graduated 40.

Site D ^

Site D is located in alarge urban center with1,500,000 resi-
dents: The greater metropolitan area has a population of 4.35
Million. The majority of the city's population is'Illack, represent-

ing every socioeconomic level. The city's economy is heavily
dependent on: Manufacturing.- Unemployment is high among the 16-22
year old group, averaging 26% for the entire 'city and rising to 56%

in the inner city.

area the OIC picked for the CIP.is an inner-city neighbor-
.

hood characterize' by high population density, poverty, and an array
of social problems. Housing conditions range from standard to sub-
standard. There are several boarded-up homes throughout the neigh-

borhood.
The area is one of the "toughest" parts of the city--often

referred to as the "DMZ" (for demilitarized zone). Gang wars and
struggles for power between pimps and drug dealers erupted in bursts
of urban terrorism during the sixties. Today much of the overt and
arbitrary violence has ,diminished, but illicit activities remain
firmly rooted ,in the area and petiodically produce waves of vio-
lence. Many young people know or associate with gang Members, if
they are not actually in the gangs. Youth spend much of their
leisure time swapping,stories about "gang-happenings" such as shoot-
buil, brawls-, looting, and so on. The cancellation of a contempo-
rary filmhat popularized gang activity.is indicative of the city's
fear of any large-scale revival of gang activities, according to a
high-ranking city ufficial.
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'The police do not patrol the area, regularly in the winter, but
in the summer "they're all over theplace." Many of the males in
the area have police records. Bitter complaints about how young
people are'treated by the police are common. "You gotta watch out
for-them, they'll pull you-right off the street and slap you across
the head for looking sideways around here, 'cause they're as scared
as we are." .

The public schools
were

typical of inner-city high schools.
Observed in one school were students lined up along the corridor
walls, staring into space, completely "burnt out." This school in
particular, only a few blocks from the CIP, has a reputation for
violence. Fights break out every day in the school building.- Once
a month some student is arrested for assault with a deadly weapon
with intent to kill, and occasionally there are killings on the
school grounds. 'It is not surprising that much'peer pressure among
youth works against staying in school.

The feasibility study prep red by the OIC reports a city-wide
average'high school dropout rat of 14:8%. In the LEA regions the
CIP was to serve, the student population of 47,974 was 95% Black,
very similar to the Case in the prototype site. Strong support for
the CIP was inferred-from a recent LEA publication pramotipg the
concept oT alternative education with a "world-of-work" orientation,
as well as from 4letter of goodwill from the superintendent.

d

The OIC was able to assemble an almost complete staff through,
its own personnel office. Moat of the cou-seling and support staff
and -the instructional supervisor were transferred from existing OIC
programs, while'the instructional staff was recruited through re-
sumes on file. However, WCIP director could not be found -by e

OIC before the OIC/A trainingitOnducted the week following Chri t-
mas, 1977. Near the end'of that traihing period, however, one of
the OIC/A trainers was hired to be the CIP director. She had not
had auperviscry experience nor had she worked, in' an educational
institution, but she was a native of the Site D city. A school
coordinator was not hired until June, 1978. He was an ex-LEA coun-
selor who knew, the school system, including the proposed feeder
schools, well. The need ta',have someone with this background was
the reason for the delay in hiring,a school coordinator.

.4...

For about three and a hrlf months, the CIP staff occupied a
local OIC facility. They worked on developing the curriculum with
little additional guidance from OIO/A. They retrospectiveLy, re-
ported that this period gave them "time to get on each others
backsbecause there weren't any interns." ..In mid-April, the CIP
was relocated to ji more - suitable facility that was to remain its
home throughout the demonstration period.

The local OIC executive director and the CIP director attempted
. to secure a resolution from 'the LEA during this period. The local-

school board official they first contacted had not been informed'of
the CIP by the superintendent. He thus was first made aware of the
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program by a phone call in which the CIP simply announced its pres-
ence,in the district. The loial board official complained. about not

being approached earlier or asked to assist in the development of
curriculum to meet accreditation requirements.'.NIE's deadline (26
April, 197k) paused and uo resolution had been obtained. .OIC /A

requested and received an extension from NIE. The local LEA admin-
,istrators were sympathetic to the notion of efie program, however,
and OIC/A met directly with the board on 5 May. This meeting led to
securing a school board resolution on 10 May, 1978.

With the way cleared to opening the CIP, first-cohort interns
were pretested on 24 May and received an -orientation on 30 May and
1 June, 1978. Classes began the following week. There were 23
treatment students and no control students., Although the LEA
approval allowed the CIP to recruit in three schools, all interns
had been out of' sch 1 prior to enrolling in the-CIP. The school
coordinator had.begu contacting the schools, but access and cooper-

.

at;on were limited because the schools were closing for summer
*vacation. Recruitment thus had to focus on non-school sources. The
entire staff canvassed the neighborhoods around the CIP door-to-door
and many contacts were made through churches and social, service
agencies. A significant factor affecting recruitment was reported
to haye been competition from other youth programs.

By late September it was clear-Site D would not be able to re-
cruitenough applicants td form treatment and control groups for the

second,00hort. Permission was sought and received from NIE to
enrol). all interested *Oneonta and, on 16 October, 1978, Site D
enrolled 68 interne. Again., all'were diopouts; none had transferred

from the LEA schools: Also in October; the CIP schedule was changed
so classes were 90.minutes long, rather than 50. This change
assured that interns would'have adequate "seat time" to meet LEA,
graduation requirements, but it made the school day run from 8:00
am. to 4:30 p.m. Attendance'end staff morale were negatively
affected.

RMC conducted its first data-eoilection visit to Site D in
November, 1978. Two things were immediately evident. First, intern

attendance was low. Ninetylone interns had enrolled in June and
'4tober, but RMC. observed that no more than 25 were present at any
z,:ven time. Through one afternoon, no more than nine interns were
seen in the building. At the same time, Site D's official monthly
progress report for November, 1978, indicated that 47 interns were
still enrolled.

Second, there was extreme factionalism among the staff members.
The director hid isolated herself sin her office, making only brief
'appearances on her -wayin and out. She was alsoout of the building
frequently to attond meetings at the OIC or to make contacts in the
community. She. administered the program by memoranda stating pol-
icies on every issue that came up, policies she developed by herself
or in consultation with Only the 'instructional supervisor. The



director would not communicate with staff members directly, in-
sisting they "go through the channels," which meant through the
supervisors. However, only the instructional supervisor enjoyed the
director's confidence. The counseling supervisor was not involved
in decision making, but became merely a conduit for the director's
memos.

The gon-management staff nembers were divided into two main
groups: those who tried to be "on the good side" of the instruc-
tional supervisor by agreeing with her positions and opinions, and
those Nho tried to oppose her. There were also a few staff members
who isolated themselves and tried to do their work with minimal con-
tact with either camp. Staff morale was very low, program climate
was abysmal, and group cohesiveness was non-existent. There was
some attempt by staff members to perforM their functions, and
instruction had the mechanical appearance of the CIP design. How-
ever, the low intern attendance meant little actual instruction or
counseling was going on.

Both the director and the instructional supervisor lacked
appropriate qualifications for'their jobs. These deficiencies in
training and experiehce compounded till, problems that arose from
their poor interpersonal skills. In addition, the OIC executive
director, by his own admission, preferred to "manage by exception."
Thus he did not closely monitor or support the CIP's development and
only became aware of the situation there when reports of problems
reached him: He told RMC that he wanted to let things "sort them-
selves out" without his involvement. The problems. with CIP- leader-
ship thus became very large before.the Site D OIC became involved:

OIC/A became aware of, the CIP's situation through the monthly
reports showing attendance problems and'through frequent visits. Ir.

,December, 1978, OIC/A finally prevailed on the Site D OIC tc remove
the director and instructional supervisor. When that was done, the
OIC/A deputy demonstration director moved to Site D to take personal
control of the CIP. He instituted major changes in, procedures,

insisted on staff communication and coordination, and began an
intensive training program for the staff.

The intervention- by OIC/A "turned the site around." 'the re-
mov.1:1 of the director and instructional supervisor effected an
immolate improvement in staff morale. According to one staff mem-
ber, "It's like a great burden has been lifted from us all. We talk
to each other now, have you moticed?"

The school coordinator was informed (as he should have been'
months earlier) that the CIP serves potential as well as actual
drorluts. (His misconception regarding this issue, not surpris-
ingly, had seriously handicapped his effectiveness as a recruiter.)
Finally, the credit awarding policy was revamped, resulting in the
return of 30-minute classes. -01C/A also launched a successful
"media blitz" to attract interns for the third cohort.
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The changes -initiated by OIC/A were evident at the time of
RMC's, second site.visit in February, 1q79. The new instructional
supervisor was one/of the former instructors. She was strongly
endorsed by her peers and had extensive experience in education.
She worked well with the staff and was perceived as a good resource
and leader. The counseling supervisor had become more active in
Taanagingthe_HCounaeling_unit. - 'Though her unassertive manner and
feelings of 'relative inexperience kept her from establishing strong
leadership, she was perceived aka good coordinator and worked with
the interim (OIC/A) director and the instructional supervisor to
develop staff cohesion. -,

As a result of these significant changes, the program was
making rapid progriss in implementation. Staff morale was very
high. Intern attendance was averaging close to 70%. Program cli-
iate was positive, caring, and supportive. The massive recruiting
campaign of December and January to meet the deadline for 90 interns
and55 controls by 31 January, 1979, had resulted in'the enrollment
of 97"neceintetns, making a total of 129 interns. The new arrange-
ments with the LEA had led to this cohort being about equally
divided between dropouts and transfers from other schools.

. The case load of the counseling unit was high because there was
only one counselor and one career developer. Suitable replacements
for others who had resigned during the stressful earlier period or
to take other higher-paying jobs had not yet been found. However,
though the workload was: extremely heavy and precluded giving enough
personal attention to interns, ,even these two staff members felt
very enthusiastic about how things were going.

x4
The large size of the new cohort was disruptive in many ways.

Particularly noteworthy were the dress and demeanor of the new
interns. While dress codes had not been.stridtly enforced prior to
enry of the third cohort, first- and second-cohort interns had
become socialized to the norms of the program during their period of
participation. The entry of the third cohort produced a dramatic
change.

'stern apparel and style of walking were indicative of some of
their values and attitudes. Many of the new interns emulated role
models from "blaxploitation" films such,as Superfly. For instame,
they wore Wide-brimmed hats, trench coats, and flashy jewelry. As

one staff member phrased it, "they got that syncopated walk down."
A number of the older interns from the first and second cohorts,
however, mimicked the behavior of the new interns to ridicule their
behavior. The attitude toward the dress code was relaxed, bordering
on total non-enforcement. A few staff members asked interns to
remove their hats or combs from their hair, but the majority either
did not notice or ignored the interns' appearance, rather than using
the situation to reinforce world-of-work values and behaviors. It

was apparently hoped that as interns "grew into" the attitudes and
behaviors expected in the program, they would internalize the pro-

ffram norms with respect to diess and other world-of-work behaviors.
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A member of the clef 21 staff who displayed concern about the
issue commented:

You just have to keep reminding them about the
hat situation, That's part of going to employ-

Thatis-where-the-cotreer-comes-in
'cause you go into an interview with your hat on
and they don't really want to talk to you....
Solite of those hats they wear here--big...barce-
.11onies--you can't wear that to an interview...
that's part of their personality. They tell us,
"If I take this off,. half of me is left." They
don't realizeit yet but that's the half of them
that they're gonna have to leave behind.

In aid -March the new director joined the CIP. She had been an
active educational administrator in the area for a number_of years.
She knew. what she wanted the CIP to be, and she had extensive
community contacts. Her leadership style was inclusive and partic-
ipatory. She shared and delegated authority as much as possible to
reinforce staff ownership and commitment, When RMC visited next, in
May, 1979, the improvements noted in February had continued to

strengthen the program. The effects of higher staff morale and more
coordinated .operations had brought about marked differences in .in-
tern attitudes as, well. Unfortunately, .many.of the new interns
enrolled in January had,begun to leave the CIP. In'the pressure of
recruitment to meet the DOL January deadline, an OIC/A report to DOL
later stated, "the sites relaxed normal screening procedures...
[leading to a disproportionate number of interns....who are probably
not ideal candidates for the program" (OIC/A memo to DOL, 31 July,
1979). This characterization evidently applied to the new interns'
motivation to attend, and was reflected in enrollment and attendance
rates throughout 1979.

The director had'insisted on strict enforcement of intern
cinduct and dress standards and the interns had accepted them. Ai a
whole, the interns seemed more-mature about and committed to career
goals. They_took the,CIP and their own activities more seriously.

A different relationship with the LEA had also emerged. T#e
interim. (OIC/A) director had renegotiated several paints in the
arrangement with the-LEA, and the new director had extended the
relationship considerably by maintaining fiequent contact with the
LEA reg4Onal assistant superintendent. The director felt the LEA
had been very generous in offering substantive assistance, such as
access to LEA resources. Overall, at the May, 1979; visit, the CIP
appeared well on the raid to full recovery from the operational
nadir of December, 1978.

1

Over the summer of.1979, the CIP ran a reduced' to
accommodate interns' needs for summer jobs. Arrangements were made
with_ several summer youth programs that allowed interns to attend

.
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the CIP in the morning and work in the afternoon. In September, the
CIP reopened at the same time as the public schools.

RMC visited again in December, 1,79, after approval of the
extension of the demonstration through September, 1910; Though

_I-1__there_had 140n high attrition_ as _ileac ribed_ear I ier,about 63 __interns

from the first three cohorts were still active, staff and intern
morale were high, program climate was very positive, and progrAm
functions were operating very well. The staff enthusiastically
endorsed the new director. Her leadership was, firmly established
and her style was compatible with staff members expectations.
Though a few staff members expressed the wish that the director
would reduce the amount of time shespent away from the IP, this
-coument.was made in a wistful, not dissatisfied, manno. These
staff members also recognized that the director's rolm "Volved much
contact in the community and many meetings at the OIC.

The interns were proccupied, at this time, with the extensive
development of school clubs and intern council elections. Clubs
included chorus ensemble, newspaper, thinking man's games, cultural
club, social club, yearbook, (human relations, skating', and so on.
'The student council meeting RMC observed was high1) animated--cam-
paign speechei, posters, and various political machinations were
observed throughout the visit. One of the supervisors pointed out

-- the difference she observed in the current president from his early
days in the program. "He was the one fought at thebasketball
game.__He-Wanted to take over the CIP but wasn't agqhf to let
him:- How.he's' president running for a second term. I guess he
really did take over eventually, but what a difference from fists to
this." Another staff member invited this same intern to her hoLse
for lunch with her husband and said, "I laid the table out with
silverware, napkins, and china, and served lunch... sat down
and told us' during lunch that before this he had only known ham-
burgers for lunch. Then, he began asking me, what each kind of,

Asilverware was used for. From thenion we got along real well' and
look how he's turned out."

The was little anxiety about recruiting enough applicants for
the extension-period treatment and control groups. Under a new
school coordinator, recruitment was very well organized and system-
atic, and relations with the feeder schools had progressed to the

,

pcant where CIP teams were allowed to set up booths on campus and to
make announcements on the schools' PA systems telling students where
they could talk- to CIP recruiters. The CIP was also receiving
strong public endorsements from influential community leaders, and
informal community networ s were spreading the message that the CIP
was a good ple^e to enroll Thus, in December 1979, the Site D CIP
was fully functional and e er to proceed with a new cohbrt during
the extension period. The only, persistent pioblem related to staff.
turnover as higher salaries in school districts continued to attract
instructors away from the CIP.
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An OIC/A Career Intern Program Conference was held in the Site
D community at the time of the December site visit. The staff
believed that the conference gave them a "boost in credibility" with
the educational .community. One of the local school board officials
confirmed this view with the following comMent: "We consider OIC-
CIP_part_Pf our. 5.public__school_systest They provide-serviccs-which-
we cannot provide. Public school systems cannot reach all students.
There is s.need for alternative, community-based programs like CIP."
Moreover,' all -staff members agreed that the conference would help
ensure future funding from the sponsoring agencies. Their views
were supported by the piaise and support of school board officials,
local universities* the governor's office, local clergy, the evalua-
tors,,and the sponsors at the conference.

In F4ruary, 1980, Site D officially enrolled 130 new interns
for the e tension period, bringing the intern population to 183.
(Actually, the new interns had been brought in gradually as they
became available throughout November, December, and January.) RMC
visited a month liter and found the program in full operation.
Attendance was at 70%, where it stabilized with only miaor fluctua-
tions for the rest of the demons/ration. Staff members bad con-
tinued to move on to better-paying positions, but well qualified
people were found to replace them, usually fairly soon. As new
staff members came in, they sometimes complained about the lack of
resources, but they seemed resigned to this as an endemic situation
in social-service programs. Staff morale remained high. An offi-
cial parent group had been activated, and parents were seen actively
seeking to assist 4n the program, especially by keeping pressure on
interns to attend.

RMC's final visit in-August, 1980, found much the same situa-
tion, though theenrollment was down because many interns did not
want to go to school during the summer. Both interns and staff
members were enthusiastic and working hard. One of the "old" staff
members commented, "It's smooth smiling now," as she recalled the
first year and, a half of the Cl?. Staff members had plans fof
trying new approaches to the summer program to raise enrollment,
such as a work-study arrangement. There continued to be dissatis-
faction with ,the /salary schedule and the CIF calendar. School
personnel, went ,:ihe reasoning, need more vacation than two weeks a

year to recover/ from the stress of working with youth, particularly
youth with the kinds of problems CIP interns b7.ing to the program.
The LEA regional assistant superintendent also commented that she
just did not know how the CIP could get people to work fot' the
salaries they paid, which she felt were 102 to 152 lower than LEA
salaries for a-much shorter work year. "But they do,, and it's a
credit to their dedication," the official concluded.

Summary

The CIP in Site D had .a tumultuous beginning year, ending with
the dismissal of the original leadership and the program, on the
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verge of collapse. Direct intervention from OIC/A, howevir, turned
the situation around and a new director was found. Under her
leadership the CIP achieved full ope ation within a few months, and
maintained it through the demonstration period. Over the 33-month
period, 318 interns enrolled, 58 graduated, and 73 remained in the
program at the end of the demonstration period.
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IV. IMPACT OF' THE CIP ON PARTICIPATING INTERNS

The prithary goals of the CIP are to help students earn their
high school diplomas And obtain meaningful employment. En route to
reaching these ultimate objectives, it is expected that students
will improve their achievement levels in the basic skill areas,
acquire information about career opportunities, learn about career
planning, and enhance their self concepts. The program's success in
achieving both its intermediate and ultimate objectives is consid-
ered in the following discussion.

Three cohorts of interns (Cohorts II, III, and IV) were studied
at each of the four replication sites. Entry dates for Cohort II
varied from site to site, but midtests were administered six months
after entry, and posttests an additional six months later. The
third and fourth cohorts at all sites entered at about the end of
January. They Were midtested near the end of May (after four months
in the program) to avoid the summer when attendance was poor and
attrition high., Cohort III was posttested 12' months after entry.
Cohort IV was 1posttested after nine months--just a few days before
the end of the demonstration period.

Cohorts III and IV had randomly assigned control groups, but

there were no controls for Cohort II. At three of the sites, there
were also regular high school and alternative high school comparison
groups for Cohort III. In addition, Site A had a small comparison
group made up of dropouts.

It is extremely important to consider the implementation events
discusse4 in Chapter III when weighing the evaluation results.
While'there is ample evidence that the CIrTi-transportind can
be effectiyely replicated in new sites, it is not an easy program-to_
estabAsh.' All of the sites operated in a less-than-ideal manner

--

during pait of the demonstration period, and one never attained a
satisfactory level of-implementation.

St ong evidence regarding the importance of implementation
events pd, status is afforded by the intern retention rates that

were obsetived when program operations were proceeding welkor poorly
at the vitious/ sites. As can be inferred from the site \case his-
tories, the CIP operated well at Site B during the entire 12-month
period between pre- -and-posttesting of second-cohort interns. Site
A also operapd reasonably well during most of this period but Sites
C and D were experiencing severe leadership problems. The problems
of the latter two sites were reflected by a high combined attrition
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rate of 87%.
1'

The combined attrition rate for Sites A and B was
substantially lower (n%) and the difference between the two sites
was statistically significant.

Implementation at Site A began a rapid decline at about the
time third-cohort interns entered the program. On the other hand,
OIC/A's intervention at Site D and the subsequent appointment of a
new director resulted in rapid' improvement at that site. At Site C,
things began to improve with the hiring of a new director but re-
covery was slower because of an inadequate facility, threats of

h.
teminatic.,4 from DOL, and continued recruiting difficulties. Site B
continued to operate well.

Again- intern attrition rates reflect site events. The combined
rate for Sites A and C (81%) was statistically significantly higher
than that for Sites B and-D (65%).

By the time the fourth cohort had entered the program, Site C
had'attained nearly full implementation. Sites B (despite the loss
of its director) and D continued to function quite well while Site
A, despite repeated attempts to find an adequate director, continued
to founder. During this period its attrition rate was 792--0igni-
ficantly higher than the combined rates for Sites B, C, and D (58%).

Changes in implementation also had observable effects within
sites. At Site O, the attrition rate for fourth-cohort interns
(when the program was functioning well) was 48%--significantly lower
than the 82% rate for second- and third-cohort interns.

At Site D, where improvement occurred somewhat earlier, the
combined attrition' rate for third- and fourth-cohort interns (65Z)
was significantly lower than it had been for second- cohort interns
(91%).

There was also a trend toward increased attrition as a function
of time at Site A, but. it did not attain statistical significance.

It seems clear that the CIP's \ability 60 retain students pro-
vides a measure of success in impleientation.. When the sites were
operating smoothly they were able to 'retain a substantially higher
proportion of interns than vnen they Were experiencing implemente-
tiop.difficulties. While this finding is\hardly surprising, it does
have inme'interesting implications for other indicators of program
success.

N
1
The attrition rates used here are from pre7 to posttest.

They are 'misleadingly high because many individuals who were pre-
tested never enrolled in the program or departed afteronly a few
days. Inconsistent record keeping by the, sites regarding enroll-
ments and terminations, however, precluded the use of a more real-
istic baseline for computing attrition rates.
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When one thinks about the characteristics of interns who remain-
in the CIP even when it is experiencing operational difficulties as
opposed to those who drop out, it seems reasonable to infer that the
former are more highly motivated and more in tune with the "work
ethic" than the latter. The less motivated, less socialized interns
are the ones retained by the well-iiplemented programs. These same
individuals, however, are likely to lower total group performance
with respect to other criteria of success, including academic
achievement, graduation, and job and post-secondary education
placements. This situation, of course, creates the paradox wherein
the more successful a program is in retaining marginal interns, the
less successful it may appear in achieving its other objectives. At

the same time, the program's primary goal is to serve those marginal
individuals who are beyond the reach of the regular school system.
These relationships need to be kept in mind as the remainder of this
chapter is read.

Test Score Outcomes

A variety of analytic techniques were employed in assessing
gains on each of the variables measured by paper-and-pencil tests.
Gain estimates were derived from control and comparison group data
using analysis of covariance and standardized gain procedures.
Reading and math gains (on the Metropolitan Achievement Test, 1978
edition) were also calculated using a norm-referenced design (Tall-
madge, 1981) and interpolated normative data. The interested
reader is referred to Tallmadge and Yuen (1981) for greater detail

-regarding-the-evaluation-methodology-tfid-affilYtie-resUlts.

Results of the norm-referenced analyses of reading, achievement
scores are presented in Table 1. As can be seen, when data were
combined across cohorts, the gain estimates were statistically
significant at all four sites. When the data were combined across
sites, the gain estimates were statistically significant for Cohorts
III and IV but not signifiCant for Cohort II. Overall, the,esti-
mated gain -was 6,7 NCEs, nearly a third of a-national-sampre stan-
ddrd deviation and educationally significant. The gain had the
effect of moving the mean performance level of the 328-member
treatment group from the 24th to the 35th percentile of the national
norms.

The individual-site analyses show increasingly large gains from
earlier to later cohorts at Sites B, C, and D. This pattern
matches, and is thought to result from, the increasingly effective
instruction provided at those sites. At Sites C and D the increase
in instructional effectiveness was apparently more than enough to
offset any losses that may have accrued from the increased ability
of those sites to retain marginal students. Turnover at Site A was
too high to permit significant maturation of the instructional staff
or improvement of course materials.



Treatment Group Pre-to-Posttest NCE Gains in Reading:
Estimates Derived from Norm-Referenced Analyses

Pretest .. Posttest NCE

Site Cohort NCE Mean NCE Mean N t p

A II 45.2 49.7 4.5 18 1.87 .05

III 32.6 36.6 4.0 22 1.38 --

IV' 34.6 37.7 , 3.2 21 .87 ONO.*

Combined 37.0 40.8 3.8 61 2.20 .025

B II 34.0 37.2 3.2 15 1.23' 110114.0

III 41.4 48.5 7.1 50 2.82 .005

IV 32.4 40.8 8.4 32 4.68 .001

Combined
r

37.3 44.2 6.9 97 4.67 .001

C II 31.0 29.0 -2.0 9 .61

III 34.0 39.6 5.6 21 1.64

IV 3916 48.3 8.7 34 4.98 .001

Combined 36.5 42.7 62 64 3.92 .001

II 33.5 33.7 .2 6 .06

III 34.8 42.3 7.5 33, 2.54 .01

IV 30.5 40.2 9.7 67 5.47 .001

Combined 32.0 40.5 8.5 106 5.76 .001

All II 37.6 39.9 2.3 48 1.61 --

III 36.9 43.3 6.4 126 4.39 .001

IV 33.5 41.8 8.3 154 7.79 .001

Combined 35.4 42.1 6.7 328 8,.51 .001
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Norm-referenced gain estimates were also generated for the
control and comparison groups. 'They were, surprisingly, also posi-
tive and statistically significant, although generally smaller than
those of the treatment group. Analyses that compared treatment with
control groups and treatment with comparison groups yielded gain
estimates that were statistically significant but substahtially
smaller than the estimates derived from the norm-referenced analy-
ses.

Across analyses, it seems safe to conclude that the CIP exper-
ience did have a significant positive impact on reading achievement.
Its magnitude, however, remains somewhat of a question. The authors
are inclined to favor the larger, norm-referenced estimate under the
assumption that there was self-selection in the control group with
only those individuals who felt they could significantly improve on
their pretest score volunteering to take the posttest. It must be
acknowledged, however, that this assumption is speculative.

The results in Math were similar to those in ci-eading, but the
gain estimates 'were somewhat smaller. This finding was not sur-
prising, as the sites experienced great difficulty in attracting
and. retaining qualified math instructors.

The norm-referenIced, pre-t6-posttest results in math are
summarized in Table 2. Combined across sites; the gain estimates
were atatistically significant for all three of the cohorts studied.
Three of the four individual-site, across - cohort estimates_werealso
statistically significant as were 5 of the 12 indiVidual-site, /

individual-cohort estimates. It was noteworthy that the pattern of,
math gains closelyrmatched the comings and goings of math teachers,
at the variousnsites.

At Site A, bath the second and third cohorts showed substantial
gains. Despite the generally poor state of implementation at that
site, an excellent- math teacher was hired just after the ,secold-
cohort interns were midtested. At midtest time those interns had
gained only 1.3 NCEs, but they added 5.0 more after arrival of the
math teacher. She continued to be effective with third-cohort
interns (who gained 14,0 NCEs), but left the program before the
fourth cohort could benefit from her instruction.

Third:cohort interns at Site B gained 6.2 NCEs between mid- and
posttesting, again reflecting the presence of a well qualified math
instructor. Unfortunately he remained with the program only six
months.

Overall, the norm-referenced results are encouraging. They
also suggest that larger gains would have occurred had math teaching
positions been vacant less frequently. In any case, the 327 interns
who had both pre- and posttests showed an achievement gain that
moved them from the national percentile rank of 12.4 to 17.1. (It

is noteworthy that the math achieyement level of CIP participants
was such lower than the reading achievement level--17.4 percentile
points at posttest time.)
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Table 2'

Treatment Grour, Pre-to-Posttest NCE Gains in Math:

Estimates Derived from the Norm-Referenced Analyses

Site Cohort

Pretest
NCE Mean

Posttest
NCE Mean

NCE

Gain N

A II '30.6 36.8 6.3 18 1.75 .05

III 16.1 30.1 14.0 22 3.28 .005

IV 23.6 22.3 - 1.3 21 .61 --

Combined 23.0 29.4 6.4 61 3.0 .005

B fI 20.8 24.7 3.9 15 1.29

III 27.1 36.0 8.9 50 4.42 .001

IV 25.7 25.4 - .3 32 .11

Combined . 25.7 30.4 5.1 97 3.66 .001

C II 27.5 24.2 - 3.2 9 .97

'II 28.9 29.1 .2 21 .07 --

tV 32.2 -38.5 6.3 34 2.92 .005

Combined 30.5 33.4 3.0 64 1.85 .05

D II 20.9 29.7 .8.8 6 1.68

III 25.5 30.5 5.0 32 2.45 .025

IV, 24.0 25.8 1.7 67 1.00

Combined 24.3 27.4 3.1 65 .26
,

All II 25.8 29.8 4.0 48 2.14 .025

III 25.1 32.4 7.3 125 5.44 .001

IV 26.1 28.0 1.9 154 1.81 ,05

Combined 25.7 30.0 4.3 327 5.52 .001
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The gain estimates generated from comparisons with the control
groups were considerably smaller, and none of them attained statis-

,
tical significincel In at least a. few cases, the covariance analy-
sis approach that was employed in these analyses appeared to be
inappropriate because of large pretest differences between groups
(that resulted from differential attrition). With prefest differ-
ences o: this nature, covariance analysis systematically underesti-
mates treatment effects (Campbell & Baruch, 1975). When the more
appropriate standardized gain analysis was employed, the ,third-
cohort gain estimate was significant at Site A and across all 'four
sites. Again, it must be remembered that the sites often operated
without the aervices of qualified math instructors. The evidence
suggests that the gains would have been larger had the sites exper-
ienced less difficulty in obtaining and retaining Math instructors.

Gain estimates derived from analyses involving the comparison
groups presented a very positive picture. With only'two exceptions,
the estimates were large (ranging from5.6 tc 23.8 SCEs) and statis-
tically significant. Unfortunately, large pretest differences be-
tween treatment and comparison groups, detract from the credibility
of these treatment-effect estimates. .

Analyses performed on the Planning, Use of Resources, and In-
formation scales of the Career Development Inventory (Super, 1970)
yielded overwhelmingly positive results. When data were combined
across sites and cohorts, all three scales showed statistically
significant gains at posttest time in all analyses involving the
control groups, the regular high school comparison groups, and the
alternative high school comparison groups. All of the scales also
showed statistically significant gains for Cohort III when the data
were combined across sites. The fourth - cohort results were less

positive, however, with only the Information scale producing a

statistically significant gain estimate.

The difference between third and fourth cohorts may be par-
tially due to the fact that the third cohort received, three months
more "treatment" between pre- and posttests than the fourth cohort.
An even more credible explanation -stems from observations that

Intern-counselor interactions were lesi frequent during the exten-
sion portion of the demonstration period than during the first two
years. This reduction, in turn, .resulted from the departure of a
number of career counselors and the huge paperwork load imposed on
those who remained by large fourth-cohort enrollments, the inclusion
of additional schools in the recruitment/catchment area, and related
problems.

On the Self-Esteem scale of the Self-Esteem Inventory (Cooper -
smith, 1967), the Cohort III CIP group significantly outperformed
the control, regular high school, and alternative high school groups
at posttest time. The Cohort IV CIP group, however, did not sig-
nificantly outperform its control group. The shorter \pre-to-
posttest interval coupled with the imminent ending of the demonstra-
tion are likely causes of the nonsignificant finding. There were no
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consistent gains on the Openness scale of the Self-Esteem Inventory,
or on the Internal-Eiterpal (locus of control) scale (Rotter, 1966).

In all of the analyses presented above, the only treatment
group students tested were ,those who were currently enrolled in the

program or who had graduated from it. No attempt was made to
Collect test scores from youths who were assigned to the treatment
group but who either failed to enroll in the program or terminated

prior to the mid- or posttest sessions.. For the two follow-up
studies that were undertaken (the first in the summer of 1980 and
the second in January/February 1981) an attempt was made to collect
data from all students assigned to the treatment group (whether they
enrolled--and thus received the treatment--or not) and to the con-

trol group. This was done to minimize the impact of possible self-
selection biases on the integritrof the evaluation design.

While the inclusion in the treatment group of youths who did
not enrol' or who remained in the program only briefly did, help to
maintain the integrity of the design, ,this procedure also minimized
the size of.treatment effect estimates since they were based on both

treated and untreated students. The latter consideration led RMC to
subdivide the treatment group into treated (those who enrolled in
the CIP and remained a minimum of three months) and untreated (those

who did not enroll-,or left the program in less than three months)

subgroups. In weighing evidence from the two follow-ups,it should

be kept in mind that comparisons between treatment and control

juroups will systematically underestimate the size of treatment
effects while those between the treated subgroup and either the
untreated subgroup or the control group may systematically overesti-
mate treatment effects (because of self-selection bias).

The follow-up data lent themselves to two major comparisons.

The first compared groups in terms of high school status. The

proportions from each group who had graduated from high sc:lool, were

currently enrolled, or had earned GEDs were contrasted with the
proportion,, who had dropped out of school prior to graduation and had

not earned GEDs. The second major comparison contrasted groups in

terms of those members who were either enrolled in school (high
school, college, GED, or vocational) VT employed, as opposed to

those who were neither enrolled nor employed.

Table 3 summarizes the high school status data for the treated,

untreated, and control groups by cohort and follow-up. The data

have been collapsed' across sites2 Chi Square analyses showed that

significantly largar percentages of treated youths had graduated

2
The actual Chi square computations (arnropriately) employed

the numbers of youths falling into each category, rather than the

percentages. Percentages were used in Tables 3 and 4 and the re-
lated discussicns to facilitate interpretation rf the data. The

numbers, of course, can b derived by multiplying the sample sizes

by the corresponding percentages.
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from high school, were currently enrolled, or had ear4d GEDs than
untreated youths in each of the five comparisons. (Chi Squares
ranged from 3'.90 for Cohort III, second follow-up, to 15.43 for
Cohort II, first follow-up. These values were statistically sig-
nificant at the .05 and .001 levels respectively.)

Table 3

High School%tatus of Members of the
Treated, Untreated, .and Control Groups

Cohort Follow-Up Group
% Grad., GED
or Enrolled

% Dropped
Out

Sample
Size

II First Treattld 67 33% 128
Untreated 34% 66% 50

Second Treated 63% 37% 133

Untreated 39% 61% 51

III First Treated 60% 40% 241
Untreated 39% 61% 76

Control 52% 48% 145

Second Treated 49% 51% 275
Untreated 37% 63% 89

Control 45% 55% 159

IV First Treated 63% 37% 249
Untreated 49% 51% , 93

Control 44% 56% 221

The treated-subgroup-versus-control-group and treatment-group-
versus-control-group comparisons were all in Oe predicted direc-
tion, but were not significant in the two, thim-lohort follow-ups.
The fourth -cohort data favoed both the treated subgroup and the
treatment group over the controls at better than the .001 level
(Chi Squares = 17.31 and 12.90 respectively). These findings were
largely attributable to Site D where 80% of the 95 treated youths
had graduated from high school, were currently enrolled, or had
earned a GED (compared to 33% of the 95 control youths). This
finding is consistent with the exemplary manner in which the CIP was
,operating at Site D while the fourth cohort was attending.

When comparisons were made between those who were either
enrolled in school or employed and those who were neither in school
nor employed, the tcross-site data attested to the statistically
significant superiority of the treated over the untreated subgroups
foi the first follow-ups of Cohorts II, III, and IV (see Table 4).e
Data from the second follow-ups of Cohorts II and III were in the
predicted direction but were not statistically significant.
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Cohort

Table 4

Sdhobi/EmplOyMent Status of Members of the
Treated and Untreated Subgroups

Follow-Up- Group
% In School
or Employed,

% Not In
School or
Unemployed

Sample
Size

First Treated 63% 37% 128

Untreated 42% 58% 50

Second Treated 59% 41%
v

133

Untreated 53% 47% 51

First Treated 66% 34% 241

Untreated 51% 49% 76

Control 64% 36% 148

Second Treated 56% 44% 275

Untreated 44% 56% 89

Control 58% 42% 161

First Treated 69% 31% 249

Untreated 66% 34% 93

Control 55% 45% 221

Data from tite first (and only) follow-up of Cohort IV showed
that boththe.treated-versui-control and 'treatment-versus-control
cLoparisons were highly significant at Site D and across all sites.
Across sites, 69% of the 249 treated youths were either in school or
employed as opposed to 55% of the 221 controls (Chi Square = 9.62,
p < .01).

When interpreting the follow-up data, it should be remembered
that the first follow-up of second - cohort interns occurred approxi-
mately 22 months after their enrollment in the CIP. Thiid-cohort
interns were first followed up approximately 18 months after their
enrollment while the firut follow-up interval was approximately 12
months for fourth-cohort interns. The second follow-up (for second-
and third-cohort_ipterna) occurred six months after the first.

It appears from the data in both Tables 3 and 4 that program
effects dissipate with time' (between first and second follow-up).
This appearance, however, is felt to be deceiving. For both second
and third cohorts, larger numbers of returns were obtained for the
second follow-up than for, the first. The majority of these addi-
tional returns were from "Unsuccessful" members of the treated sub-
group. While incomplete records preventa rigorous test of the
hypothesis, there is some evidence that these individuals were kept
on the 'sites' books as enrolled despite the fact that they were
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sporadic or non-attenders. A more accurate picture of _program im-
pact might be obtained by placing these individuals in the untreated
rather than the treated subgroup.

Summary

In summary, the evidence that the CIP replications were suc-
cessful includes the following:

Statistically and educationally significant gains in reading.

Statistically significant gains in math with growth rates
when qualified math teachers yere. p4esent that would have
produced educational significance as well.

Statistically, significant gains on all three scales of the
Career Development Inventory. - (There is no known criterion
of educational significance that can be applied to these
scales.)

Statistically si4nificant gains in self-esteem.

Statistically significant benefits in terms of high school
status.

Statistically significant benefits terms of school/
employment status.

These results were obtained despitexthe facts that (a) 'full

implementation was achieved at only two of the sites, and (b) there
were periods when even those two sites experienced major problems.
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V. ACTORS RELATED TO SUCCESS

...

. . .

Evidence from Chapter /II, Site Case Histories, clearly shows
that the Career Intern Program, originally developed in Philadel-
phia-","can be successfully transported to new sites. The evidence
also shows that such replication is not an easy task. Only tVe of
the sites (B and D) achieved full implementation and were ab44 to
maintain it for exended time periods. Site C vas slightly less
successful--and for a somewhat shorter period of time. Site A
approached full i lementstin only for a brief period early in its
history. All fou sites experienced major peoblema on more than one
occasion during t e demonstration period.

CIP outcomes are intimately related to the nature and 'extant of
program implementation. Many of the relationships, however, are
neither simple nor straightforward. While the data do support a
direct linkage between quality of implementation and the ability of
the sites to retain enrolled interns, other outcomes ate less
strongly.influenced. Substantial gains in mathematics achievement,
for, example, were observed at sites where there were severe imple-
mentation problems and high attrition,rateb. At least when qual-
ified' math instructors were present, those interns whose motivation
was sufficient to maintain their involvement under adverse condi-
tions accrued significant benefits. Inlact, it was inferred that
full implementation- -because it tended to keep marginally motivated
interns enrolledactually reduced the extent to which program
success was reflected.by academic achievement and (possibly) other
Criteria.

Because full program implementation is clearly related to
success in retaining those youths who have the greatest need for

non-traditional educational assistance, the primary focus of this
chapter is on factors related to successful program implementation.
While ;some referenceds made to intern outcomes, the main discussion
of how program components interact to produce these outcomes is
contained in that portion of Chapter VI that deals with Task C.

Time and Timin&

Adequate amounts of time must be allowed for planning and
:preparation activities if the implementation of a program as complex
as the CIP is to proceed smoothly. Unfortunately, neither the
allocated amount of time nor the timipg of start-up activities were
conducive to success in the CIP demonstration. A brief review of
the schedule of events illustrates this point. The YEDPA lvisla-
tion was enacted in August, 1977. In September, OIC/A made its
first tentative, contacts with local OICs, telling them there was a
strong possibility that a CIP demonstration would be funded and
suggesting they should begin preparing feasibility studies. No

specific or concrete promises could be made, however, as DOL and NIE
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had nct yet reached agreement. In early November, the DOL-NIE

Interagency Agreement was signed, setting the formal operation into

progress. Meanwhile, OIC/A requested that local OICs st.bmit infor-
mation about their qualifications to be demonstration sites. After

DOL and NIE tad reached agreement, DOL allocated the money to
operate the demonstration to NIE. NIE, in turn, entered into a
contract with OIC/A on a December, 1977. Only then could OIC/A
negotiate subcontracts with the four local OICs Lhat had submitted
the best feasibility studies. The OIC/A-local OIC contracts became

effective 15 Decembero 1977.

The DOL-NIE agreement stipulated that the CIPs were to begin
serving students in January, 1978. Titus, the local OICs had six or

seven weeks to accomplish a vast array of planning and preparation

tasks--staff recruitment and training, intern recruitment, selection
and preparation of a facility, acquisition of materials, review and
integration of the CIP curriculum with that of the local LEA, and
securing LEA and teachers' union permissions to operate. OIC/A had

to plan and deliver start-up training and technical assistance in

the same time frame. Not surprisingly, this highly compressed
schedule created an atmosphere of presaufe and anxiety for all the
OIC actors. Inevitably, decisions were made in haste and prepara-
tions were not as thorough as the complexity and delicacy of the
demonstration warranted. This inauspicibus beginning had long-

lasting effects.

Two findings relate to the amount of time allowed for various

dissemination and implementation activities. First, adequate time

was not allowed for OIC/A and the sites to conduct careful planning

and preparation prior to full-scale operation. As a,result, staf-

fing had to be done hurriedly without either adequate, searches for

appropriately qualified people or rigorous screening of applicants.
Training, too, had to be accomplished quickly with the result that
trainees were overwhelmed with information and unable to digest it.
Once staffing and training were accomplished, only one month re-
mained for getting the facility ready; obtaining supplies, furni-

ture, and curriculum materials; recruiting students; obtaining LEA
approval of staff and currictla; reviewing transcripts and deter-
mining the academic needs of students; establishing class schedules;
And rostering students.

It is not surprising that none of,,the sites succeeded in ac-
complishing these tasks on schedule, but the consequences of making
the attempt took many months to overcome. Inadequately qualified

and trained staff members had to be upgraded or replaced, and
building good working relationships with the LEAs was-made Jar more
difficult by inadequate and/Or miAleading communications during the

early monthi of the demonstration.

The second finding was that not enough time was allowed fbr
program operations to gtabilize before formal evaluation was imposed

on the CIPs. The CIPs were exposed to visitors- -from NIE, DOL, RMC,

and OIC /A -- asking questions and obselving activities before the
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staff members had had a chance to become familiar and comfortable
with their tasks, with, the CIP design and procedures, and with each
other. The visits 'were very unnerving, anxiety - provoking; and
probably unfair to both the sites and the evaluation. This is not
to say thin the early stages of the demonstration should have been
closed to inquiry. On the contrary, there are many issues of
importance to be investigated during the early stages of implementa-
tion, from initial decision-making about adoption through planning
and preparation into operation. However, such investigation could
have been.deoigned to be less disruptive to implementation progress
by, for instauze, including a research/documentation component in
the implementation designs.

These points abo.t too little time being allowed for planning,
preparation, and ore-evaluation operation raise the question about
how much time shk,uld have been granted the sites. While a specific
recommendation about this issue should be based on more empirical
drta than are available, our best judgment is that, if the CIPs
had been granted a period of about one semester for planning and
program preparation and one semester of pilot operation, imple-
mentation would halie proceeded nearly as smoothly as possible.

Relative to timing, the calendars of other relevant programs or
institutions in the replication-site communities were not adequately
considered in planning the demonstration. As one example, staff
members for the CIPs were hastily recruited in the middle of the
regular school year, which restricted the pool of available in-
structional personnel to those who had recently moved to the area,
had not been able to find positiOns in the public schools, or were
otherwise unemployed. Consequently, candidates accepted for CIP
positions were not always adequately qualified

The timing of the CIP start-up was also unfortunate with re-
spect to recruiting. The time of year--shortly after Christmas and
during the public schools' semester break--meant that grades for the
first semester and schedules for the second were in preparation.
Not only were school personnel very busy, but it would be sederal
months before all the information would be digested and they would
be prepared to identify potential dropouts.

To summarize, the time and timing of the CIP demonstration were
far from ideal. Not enough time was allotted for crucial planning
and preparation tasks, nor for pre-evaluation operation (a "shake-
down" period). As a consequence, tasks were done incompletely or
not at all, decisions were made hastily and prematurely, and a sense
of crisis pervaded the CIP sites. Naturally these occurrences were
detrimental. Even OICIA, which has a justified reputation for quick
development and installation of new programs, was unable to counter-
act the impact of too little time for judicious preparation. Not
only did a substantial amount of schedule slippage occur, the ex-
perience of failure had a long-term negative impact on staff morale
and motivation. Similarly, the mismatch.between the CIP implementa-
tion schedule and the calendars of other institutions in the four
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communities -- primarily the school systems--hindered implementation.
In future efforts of a similar nature, allowing sufficient prepara-
tion time and coordinating with other agencies' scheduLes will

'strongly enhance prospects for success.

Realistic Expectations

The preceding discussion of tire and timing encompassed one
area in which expectations were unrealistic and negatively impacted

on the.CIP demonstration. Recruitment was another' such area.
Enrollment quotas for both treatment and control groups were un-
realistically high--at least for the initial cohorts. The quotas

were deter dned from an analysis of the sample sizes required to
produce statistically significant results given a treatment effect

of some assumed size. Little consideration was given to the feas-
ibility of obtaining groups of the prescribed sizes, even though the
prototype site in Philadelphia had experienced major problems in
attracting enough qualified students to meet similar quotas (Gib-
boney Associates, 1977, Vol. 1, p. 27).

The quotas for treatment and control group membership were
specified in the NIE-DOL interagency agreement and in NIE's contract
with OIC/A. Failure to achieve them thus became a contract viola-
tion: It was perhaps for this reason that extreme pressure, in-

cluding threats of termination, was brought to bear on the sites to
meet the quotas. There were many negative consequences.

Perhaps the most significant effect wis on the relationships
between the sites andiother actors in the demonstration effort.

OIC/A, NIE, and DOL all became villains in the eyes of site
personnel--heavy-handed managers who neither understood problems nor

were willing to help. At one point, the UP sites banded together
refusing to give information to OIC/A until a fragile bond of
trust was reestablished.

A second ,end closely related consequence was the feeling of

helplessness and failure that the experience instilled in site

personnel. It was clear to them that the enrollment expectations
for early cohorts were unrealistic, but all efforts on their part to
get them changed appeared to fall on deaf ears. Eventually the

sites were allowed to enroll cohorts that were smaller than the
specified size and were permitted to serve three rather than four
cohorts, (in the original tyo-year demonstration period). These

concessions, however, were always made grudgingly and without any
acknowledgement that the expectations had been unrealistic. The

sites were allowed to continue, but it was made clear to them that

they had failed.

A third consequence of the unrealistic expectations was the

impact they had on program operations. During recruitment
"crunches," the entire counseling staff, many of the instructors,
and even, some of the interns were pressed into service. Normal
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instructional and counseling activities often ground to a halt.
Interns were not receiving the services they needed. Attendance
dropped and terminations spurted.

A fourth consequence was the enrollment of inappropriate stu-
dedts. Normal screening ,criteria were relaxed in order to "get the
numberW and the result was that students with inadequate academic
backgrounds and motivation were taken into the program. They were
disruptive of normal routines, attended sporadically, and dropped
out at a very high rate. Attendance and retention rates were low
and made the programs appear less effective than they were.

In fairness, it must bepointed out that the sites--at least
initially--did not do an outstanding job of recruiting." In some
cases, there was a, definite lack of know-how and/or motivation, and
corrective action would have been appropriate. Even with competent
and well-trained recruiters, however, it seems clear that enrollment
expectations for the early cohorts were unrealistic. Unfortunately,
persons who were in positions to deal with the problem did not'come
to this realization in time, and ;he matter was handled in an unen-
lightened and unfortunate manner.

Unrealistic expectations were most prominent in the implementa-
tion timeline and enrollment quota areas. The sites, however, were
also unrealistically expected to obtain school-board and teacher-
union agreements without making concessions that later proved neces-
sary. Again the problems was not so much that the original expecta-
tions were unrealistic. The problem lay in the fact that they were
not subsequently recognized as unrealistic and modified. The sites
were blamed and threatened for inadequate performance by actors who
subsequently had to make the same concessions that would have n-
abled the'sites to obtain the desired agreements in the first place.

A final area in which expectations appeared unrealistic was the
salary scale. CIP instructors and counselors were paid substan-
tially less than their counterparts in the public high schools. At

the same time, they received less vacation and fewer.fringe hene-
fits. The expectation was that dedication to the cause of disadvan-
taged youth would comped'sate for the salary and fringe benefit
differentials. In fact, many dedicated individuals did go to work'
at the CIP sites. Frequently, however, they were tempted away by
higher salaries, better fringe benefits, or opportunities for
professional advancement. The situation, of, course, was exacerbated

by the insecurity of CIP emplOyment, implementationeproblems, and
inadequate leadership at some sites.

...-

One instructor discussed the various concerns of individual
staff members-durifig-an RMC site visit.

The pay scale, that's one of the main things.
We need the same certification but we get paid
a CEO scale rather than that of the high
school.... We also need a planning period, some



of us get one and others don't. Another problems
is that disipline is ton lax. But the biggest

thing is the schedule. We work with more
difficult kids for longer hours and h,e less
vacation time and no summer vacation. We need a

time to plan, to regenerate ourselves. You
can't do it, you just get burned out. It's that

simple.

In retrospect, it seems clear that the CIP demonstration would
hAve benefitted greatly from more realistic expectations in the

areas of implementation timelines, enrollment quotas, LEA and
teacher -union agreements, and staff compensation. Furthermore, as
problems developed in each of these areas, a more flexible outlook,
greater trust, and a less heavy-handed management style would have
led to improved morale, more productive working relationships, aid
more enlightened approaches to problem solution.

Leadership

Strong leadership is definitely one of the key components for a

successful CIP implementation. The primary leader, of course, is

the CIP director. It is important, therefore, to consider the

skills, abilities, and personal characteristics that appear to be
associated with success in that job.

Perhaps the best way to define the characteristics required of
a successful director is to begin by enrmerating the functions, that

he or she must fulfill. Within the CIF building itself, the direc-
tor must supervise-both the instructional and counseling components
of the program. With the assistance of both local and national
.0ICs, he/she must recruit, hire, train,, and review the performance

of the professional staff. To do so, he/she must thoroughly under-
stand the performance requirements of each job. These functions

also entail the ability to establish and maintain comprehensive
personnel information files.

.The unique nature of the CIP makes these functions both more
critical to the success of the operation and more demanding on the
director than their counterparts in regular high schools. Un ike

the average high school principal, the director is highly accou t-
able for what goes on in the classroom and in student counsel ng
sessions. He/she must make sure that instructors and countialors not

only perform up to the established standards of their professions,
but also that they are:

sensitive to the special needs of the target group;
able to gain thettrust and respect of'ipterns;
able to convince Interns that they can improve their

life chances; and
able to motivate interns to work toward that end.
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He /she must work with staff members who show deficiencies in
any of these areas and replace those who are unwilling or unable to

adopt appropriate behavior patterns.

Because both instructors and counselors routinely deal with
very difficult populations, they operate under considerable stress.
The director must be readily accessible to them and must understand
the difficulties inherent in their jobs. He/she must take time to

counsel and reassure them. When calred upon to mediate disputes
within the staff or between staff members and interns, he/she must
be scrupulously open and fair. He/she must be able to make and back

up tough decisions firmty but without being, or giving the impres

sion of being, arbitrary;

The director must also understand, care about, and interact I

with the interns. Just as it was the impersonal and uncaring nature
of the regular school experience that drove many of the CIP partici
pants to seek an alternative, it is the personally aware and caring
attitude at all levels of the CIP that is one of the program's most
important keys to success.,

Because the CIPs are so small, the director mush also get in
volved in many mundane housekeeping and other duties. He/she has to

worry' about the lunch program, certification of the facility, break

ins and thefts, and equipment and building maintenance. On a less

routine level, he/she also bears responsibility for all budgetary
and fiscal matters (usually with assistance from the'local OIC).

CIP directors also have many responsibilities that entail
interactions with outside agencies. Initially they must "sell" the

CIP to administrators in the local school district and to the local
school board. They must convince these individuals of the value of

the program and must negotiate with them regarding cooperative,

working relationships,. Failure to complete these negotiations

successfully will, at the least, seriously impair the progiem's

ability to recruit adequate numbers of students: and there may very

well be even more serious consequences.

In all probability, it will also be necessary to negotiate with

teacher organizations/unions. The result of these negotiations must

leave the CIP free to hire energetic, sensitive instructors and
counselors with whom the interns will be able to relate and who will

provide appropriate role models. If the CIP is compelled to hire
unemployed union teachers,from the top of the seniority list, 0(
chances of the progiam succeeding are substantially reduced.

Experience suggests that negotiations with both the school

distiict and the teacher organizations are likely to be difficult.
Both groups-may (at least partially) perceive the CIP es an intruder
attempting to take over part of their turf. The director must,
therefore, be a convincing presenter of the facts and a skillful

;salesperson. He or she must also be persistent in working oy* the
details of the cooperative relationships and in obtaining binding.
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'written agreements so that there are no surprises on either side as
program implementation unfolds.

The career component of the CIP also requires that the program
have good working relationships with local business and industry.
While another member of the CIP staff bears primary responsibility
for this function, the director lust also play an active role,.par-
ticularly in establishing, but also in maintaining these relation-
ships. The stature associated with the director's position will
open doors.not accessible to others--but he or she must have the
know-how to capitalize on the initial openings or they may be
pe'rmanently lost.

It follows from what has been said thus far that the director
must- have all of the administrative expertise of a regular school
principal plus a quite extensive repertoire of additional skills.
He or she must also have personal characteristics that inspire the
respect of staff, students, and various community groups including
especially the local school district and industry. All of these
characteristics may be essential to the viability of any particular
CIP. At least it is clear that a CIP has far less chance of sur-
vival with a marginal director than -does a regular high school. The
infrastructure provided by long-established tradition serves to

guarantee the viability of regular schools. Such institutions (the
word itself is significant) serve more docile and accepting target
groups and can afford to be substantially more impersonal and less
responsive than a CIP, where identifying and meeting student needs
are paramount.

The two most successful CIP leaders differed quite dramatically
in "style." One was autocratic and dictatorial, the other soft
spoken and democratic. Because of this difference, one must con-
clude that a broad range of styles is acceptable.

--- Both directors were extremely competent individuals (both had
Ph.Ds) and had extensive administrative experience. Both were
dedicated to the cause of disadvantaged youth and both sincerely
cared about the interns in their programs as individuals. Another
similarity is that both directors were readily accessible to -both
staff and interns. Although one was leSs democratic than the other,
both maintained open communication channels and were scrupulously
fair in their dealings with others. All of these characteristics
appear to be prerequisites of success for CIP directors.

Know-How

Know-how is just as important for other members of the CIP
staff as it is for the director. Unfortunately, many duties were
unfamiliar to the CIP staff members who had to perform them. hos-

, tering students is one example. Skills of this nature can be
learned, of course, but the CIP implementation timeline -did not
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allow for sufficient training. Skills that staff members brought
with them to the job were at a premium.

Some of the major implementation problems that the sites
encountered therefore stemmed from a lack of know-how. Tasks such
as recruiting students are not in the normal repertoire of high
school teachers or counselors, and the staffs at several of the
sites were totally devoid of expertise in this area. While training
was provided on recruiting strategies as well as prOceduies for

rostering students it was, for one reason or another, inadequate.
Several trainees did not remember that particular topics had been
covered in their training--even though they had oeen.

Many of the CIP instructors and counselors were young and in-
experienced., Some had never worked in a high school setting before
their CIP experience. These individuals could not function effec-
tively without a substantial amount of training. With a timeline
that precluded much training, the only sclution would have been to
hire better qualified individuals. And, of course, hoth the timing
of the initial hiring and the salary structure made this solution
virtually unattainable.

There is little point in dwelling on this issue. It was clear
from on-site observations, however, that many staff members lacked
adequate skill and/or knowledge to perform their jobs effectively.
Had better qualified persons been hired or'had more extensive
training been provided, the CIP demonstration would have experienced
many fewer difficulties.

Centralized Monitoring and Technical Assistance

The CIP replications were set up by and operated under the
supervision of local OIC ,chapters. Central administration, mon-
itoring, and technical assistance, however, were provided by OIC/A.
It seems doubtful that the demonstration would have achieved the
level of success that it did without OIC/A involvement.

One area in which OIC/A involvement was critical was that of
fidelity to ,the model. Not only was the model promulgated by means
of documentation and training provided by that group, their constant
overseeing of operations prevented the kind of-inadvertent "stray-
ing" that invariably occurs in the absence of such monitoring.
Their availability to provide counsel and guidance as required or
requested by site personnel also proved to be an essential ingre-
dient of success.

OIC/A had to intervene in negotiations with the LEAs and
teacher organizations. Although this intervention at times was more
direct and heavy hsnded than might have been necessary or desirable,
it seems clear that the sites would have been less successfdl in
these negotiations had they been left entirely on their own.
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The most dramatic example of the important role played by OIC/A
occurred at Site D. Inadequate leadership was having a devastating
effect on CIP operations and the local OIC appeared un1411ing to
take corrective action. It was necessary for OIC/A to( intervene
directly, to terminate the employment of both the director and the
instructional supervisor, ,and to assume full responsibility for

operating the program until suitable persons could be found for
these positions some three months later. Had these actions not been
taken, Site D (which ultimately became one of the two most success-
ful sites) would surely have failed totally and been shut do,-

Coordination with LEAs

The CIPs entered the local scene rather abruptly. Timelines
dictated that the new CIPs begin serving students some six or seven
weeks after they received initial funding. Although no site suc-
ceeded in meeting this contractual deadline, pressures to do so were

at least partially responsible for inadequate coordination with
LEAs.

After general approval for the program to operate and course
accreditation, the CIP's main dependence on the LEAs was for student
referrals. From their viewpoint, cooperation should not have been a
problem since they only wanted access to students who were likely to
drop out anyway. The LEAs, however, felt that they had "turf" to
protect. They did not like to admit that they had failed to meet
the needs of some students (the fault was clearly the students').
They did not understand that they. would actually benefit,from the
CIP's presence (smaller class sizes without any loss of funds,
removal of d.sruptive elements, etc.) but, even more important, they

resented the fact that the program had appeared in their midst
without so much as a "by your leave" (see Site D case history, p.
40). The reaction of one teachers' union was even stronger since
members perceived themselves as, the sole purveyors of instructional
services and feared that the CIP's intrusion would mean a loss of
jobs (see Site C case history, p. 30).

-------
In fact, of course, the C1P did not threaten any jobs and

performed a useful function for the LEA. Piesumabiy, this informa-
tion could have been conveyed to the appropriate parties in a way
that would not have aroused strong dOensive reactions. Unfor-

tunately, none of the CIPs succeeded in this mission--partly because
timelines did not allow for the careful laying of groundwork,

partly because the importance of the task was not fully appreciated,
arid partly because the OIC and CIP leaders lacked experience (know-
how) in dealing with the groups in question.

In this instance, experience at the prototype site could not
be drawn upon for guidance as the original CIP evolved rather
slowly and apparently experienced no difficulties with either the
LEA or the teachers' union (Gibboney Associates, 1977).
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Effective Staff Selectiot

The need of the CIPs for technically competent staff at all
levels has already been discussed. The staff must also be dedicated
to helping disadvantaged youth, sensitive to their problems, and
able to relate to them on a personal basis. These qualifications
are at least as important as professional expertisg.

It was more often the case that staff deficiencies appeared on
the professional qualifications side of the ledger than on the ded-
ication side. Late in the developmental history of Site A, however,
the director decided to upgrade the professional level of the staff
without giving much concern to sensitivity and dedication. The

importance of the latter characteristics was revealed by a marked
increase in intern absenteeism and turnover. Both personal and
professional qualifications are thus important if the CIP is to be

'implemented as its developer& intended.

There were sizeable differences among sites in the area of
staff turnover--particularly involuntary turnover. All of the sites
lost good people who left in order to advance their careers, but
Site A had 24 involuntary terminations (8 of whom held- management
positions) compared to a, total of 3 at Site B (none of whom held
management positions). To a large extent this difference can be
attributed to hiring practices at the two sites.

The importance of staff turnover should not be underestimated.
Both voluntary and involuntary terminations have important implica-
tions for staff morale and program climate. While the removal of
jnadequate directors at Sites C and D (and the instructional super-
visor at Site D) had' positive effects, most other terminations had
negative impacts. Inadequate staff u:embers must,of course, be

removed. Retaining them is likely to have even stronger negative
effects. The only good solution is to make use of very thorough and
careful hiring practices so as to minimize the number of inadequate
personnel who get employed.

_,-Summary

The time available for a demonstration and the timing of key
program development activities with respect to issues external to
the program (e.g. school schedules) are extremely important to the
success of the demonstration. If they are unrealistic they lead to
hasty and ill-conceived actions which have far-reaching conse-
quences. They also engender feelings of frustration and failure in
the staff--which, in turn, lead to dissatisfaction, alienation, and
resignations. Other unrgalistic expectations have similar effects.

Leadership is almost certainly the single program component
most essential to the success of the CIP. Without a strong and
competent director to holit'together, the program simply begins to
disintegrate. Competent* a7d caring staff are also important but,
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It

without good leadership, they are insufficient to keep the program
functioning smoothly. 1 1

-\

The cu. depends heavely on good working relationships with the
"host" school district(s). Its design affords these school dis-
trict(s) sufficient incentives to obtain their cooperation. The

CIP staff, however, plays.an important role in establishing and
maintaining good working relationships. Once more, the impor-

tance of strong leadership and competent staff emerge as key fac-
tors. And, of course, the quality of the director and the staff
will reflect the adequacy of the recruitment, screening, and hir-
ing practices that led to their employment.
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VI. ANSWERS TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The Introduction to the report lists a number of research ques-
tions, organized by task, that were posed in the original Request
for Proposal for this study. Several additional questions became
the subject of modifications to the contract between NIE and RMC.
These questions are also addressed here.

Task A. Prograin Implementation

The three original Task A questions were: (a) "What happens to
the Career Intern Program in the process of implementation in addi-
tional sites?", (b) "What factors account for the changes or adapta-
tions, if any?", and (c) what factors account,"for the fidelity, if
any, to the original program goals and problems?" (RFP.NIE-R-78-
0004, p. 9). In addressing the first of these questions, it is

appropriate to refer back to the site case histories presented in
Chapter III.

The.success that was observed primarily at Sites B and D pro-.
vides ample evidence that the CIP can be replicated at new sites- -
even under conditions that are less than optimal. Strong leader-
ship, particularly in the role of the director, appears to be a

necessary precondition, however.

In addition to the success of Sites B and D, Site A almost
succeeded in achieving full implementation before its original
director departed. Site C came even closer under the leadership of

/4 its second permanent director. At times when leadership was lack-
ing, however, all four sites foundered.

In addition to leadership problems, _Site A had the unfortunate
experience of being integrated into the LEA 'rather than remaining
outside the system. Although this appeared to be a paitive occur-

,

rence at the time, it had the result of increasing recruiting dif-
ficulties (because, when feeder schools gave up students to the CIP,
they also gave up the funds associated with these students--a situa-
tion that did not prevail at the other sites),. A second negative
influence of,being incorporated into the LEA was an increase in stu-
dent turnover. Because of this arrangement, it was easier for stu-
dents to transfer between schools at Site A, than it was et the
other sites. One manifestation of this situation was that many
interns left the CIP just before completion, so they could graduate
with their friends in the regular schools.

There were several other events that occurred during the repli-
cation effort that were unexpected. One was the difficulty encoun-
tered with the local teacher unions. Another was the difficulty
that sites had in meeting enrollment quotas. Neither of these
problems had been encountered during the developmental stages of the°
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prototype CIP in Philadelphia.' On the other hand, substantial re-
cruiting difficulties had been encountered during the demonstration
period when (and perhaps because) control group quotas also had to
be filled. These problems were either forgotten or ignored during
the /replication, and the sites were led to believe that they had
failed.

With respect to changes or adaptations, there were fewer than
might have been expected. While there were many "deviations from
the model" when the sites were experiencing implementation diffi-
culties, for the most part they were unintentional and temporary.
There seems little point in discussing such deviations here.

There were, of course, a few intentional deviations. Perhaps
the most noteworthy change occurred at Site A where a position of
program manager was created. A similar, but unofficial position
evolved at Site C. The program manager functioned as the instruc-
tional supervisor but, at both sites, had additional program manage-
ment responsibilities including supn.vicion of the counseling super-
visor. This arrangement served to _place an additional layer of
wanagement between the directors and their staffs and created some
significant morale problems. The directors were perceived as re-
mote, unapproachable, and uninvolved in the day-to-day operations of
the sites ( which, to at least some extent, they were). In'a small,
dedicated group, this degree of separation between management and
workers is probably counterproductive. RMC judged this modification
to the program design to be maladaptive.

Another maladaptive modification occurred at Site C when the
CCS was moved from the first period of the day to a later time slot.
Tnis change was instituted because attendance was poor early in the
morning and participation in the CCS was thought to be important.
The change, unfortunately, worked against the goal of having interns
internalize woroid-of-work values. Instead, it created a situation
in which they became aware that they could manipulate the program to

ti

I fit their priorities.

A change that had both positive and negative consequences was
\the streamlining of the disposition conferences. According to the
model, these conferences were to occur often enough so that each
intern would be discussed at leift every two weeks, were to involve
all members of the counseling and instructional staffs, and were to
encompass discussions of every intern in the program. Following
this design, not surprisingly, was very time consuming, but it built
staff cohesiveness, helped all1sta2f members understand the personal
an.t1 academic problems of all interns, and provided opportunities for
joint development of innovative and effective approaches for dealing
with such problems.

Streamlining of the "dispos" at one site involved limiting
the'discussion to those interns who had the most severe problems.
Because more time was sorely needed for other activities, this
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approach - appeared to make good sense. A more severe form of stream-
lining was. adopted at another site where only those members of the
instructional and counseling staffs who were directly involved with
particular, interns were convened for their dispo conferences. Al-
thOugh this approach did save substantial amounts of time, it was
judged to be a maladaptive change because it drastically reduced the
cohesiveness-building, intern-understanding, and practiel-shc ing
functions of the conferences.

A noteworthy positivequidificationto the CIP model was "CIP-
is-HIP" days. This "communal rite of solidarity" was originated
at Site A by the original director. Because of its obvious suc-
cess, the three other sites also adopted it. CIP-is-HIP days are
complex affairs that differ somewhat from site to site. They may
involve the staff preparing a meal for the interns or the interns
preparing one for the staff. One feature/almost always presbnt i
the granting,of,awards. Award categories may include best atten-
dance, most talkative, best personality, teacher's pet, always on
time, most enthusiastic, most likely to sueceed, best leader, moat
frequent participant, always late, sleeping in class, etc. Ideally,
each intern receives some form of recognition.

CIP-is-HIP days serve the important function of bringing the
program together. Staff and interns are given an opportunity to
get to know each otherrpersonally, and the ritual serves to estab-
lish a bond linking everyone together as members of a special
community.

Another adaptive change involved attendance recording. Most

alternative programs se..ving dropouts and potential dropouts have
serious attendance problems. One of the most effecti4e means of
dealing with this problem is to impose strong sanctions on unexcused
absences. At the CIP, however, the problem was compounded by in-
terns who would check in each morning but then "zip out the back
door." Several of the sites developed methods of checking atten-
dance, periodically throughout each day. The instructional super-
visor at Site C, however, developed a sophisticated system whereby
each intern's attendance was checked at, each class he or she was
scheduled to attlfnd. This syste, coupled with rules regarding
attendance requirements for earni-g course credits, was quite
effective in raising attendance leves. Some such systems should be
formally incorporated into the OP model.

A problem area for, all of the sites was the summer program'.
While the CIP model calls for "business as usual" during the summer
months, by the end of the demonstration period all of the sites had
reached the conclusion that this approach was counterproductive.
Instructors and counselors alike experienced symptoms of "burnout"
and felt the need for vacation periods. Most interns needed some
sort of summer job and could not attend school full time,
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While the- need for a change wip. felt almos universally, the

majority of CIP staff members felt that it would also be a mistake
simply to shut down for the summer. They felt tha it was important

at least to maintain contact with the interns. A though, it is not

clear what the optimum solution to this problem mi t be, there was
a widespread feelihg that some sort of work-study program would be
effective. Many thought that interns would be willing to attend the

program in the morning if they could work afternoons. Several of
the sites were working toward this form of summer program when the
demonstration period ended. While it cannot be regarded as a demon-
strated improvement, it seems likely that some such modificat tc

the CIP model would reduce observed problems with the suL pro-

gram.

All in all, the CIP replications were quite faithful to the
original model. Much, credit for this fidelity must be given to
OIC/A. Their frequent visits to all of the sites to. monitor aad
provide technical assistance did muc: to assure. consistent adoption

of the model.. The existence of an Independent evaluation was also

partially responsible. Knowledge that RMC would be looking at any
deviations from the model acted as an inhibitor of innovation, at
least in the early months of the demonsti.ation period. It was some

time before RMC could convince either the sites or OIC/A that devia-
tions from the model would not automatically be regarded as bad and
that some adaptations would almost certainly be required to optimize
the "fit" between the program and the new contexts.

Several other factors also contributed tto the fidelity of the

replications to the CIP model. First, the,model had been developed

over a period of several years and had been articulated to a fairly

high degree. The component& were generally'well specified, feP.ible
to implement, known to be ecfective, and readily accessible to new

staff members. There were not many attractive alternatives avail-
able, and there was not much time in which to be creative. As time

passed, significant changes were made, primarily in thee area of

curriculum content, but even changes of this type (which are not
really considered to be deviations from the model) were virtually
impossible during the pressure-tilled start-up saonth%s.

A second additional factor contributing to the f',Iviity of

replication was the 0-.; ethos. Because many of the CIP staff mem-
bers were previously employed by OIC, they had already been indoc-
trinated into the philosophy of serving the "whole person," caring,

and related matters.

Finally, the fact that the CIPs were run by a C60 where doing

a professional job is not equated with inventing a new approach (as

it so often is in educational cireles) al-so contributed to faithful

replication.^

Subsidiary research questions under Task A concerned the effec-
tiveness of the OIC system as a vehicle for disseminating the CIP..
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RMC's conclusion was that the replication effort was quite effec-
tive, given the many negative influences that were operating.
Certainly OIC/A and the local OICs made mistakes, some of them
serious, but they did succeed overall in what has to be regarded as
an extremely difficult task. Much was learned from the effort and
all concerned parties would improve on their performance if a
similar opportunity were presented in the future. Still, a good job
was done and it is doubtful that any other organiLations could have
done better.

Comparing the effectiveness of the OIC system to the "usual
developer/public school linkages" as called for by NIE is not really
feasible as the CIP was never disseminated through ouch linkages.
While dissemination of the somewhat similar Experience-Based Career
Education program through these linkages is underway and is being
studied for NIE, the results of that research are not yet available.

One point, that is relevant'here concerns relationships between
the CIP and the feeder schools. Collaborative working arrangements
are essential to the success of the CIP. To achieve them, however,
the CIP must' have some incentives to offer. When the CIP is sep-
arate, it can offer the strong incentive of taking problem students
out of the feeder schools without reducing the state monies they
receive based cn average daily attendance. If the CIP is an inte-
gral part of the LEA (as it was at Site A), it and its potential
feeder-schools wil-1 compete for students and the funds that they
bring with them. Collaborative working agreements may be very
difficult to arrange. For these reasons, RMC believes that the CIP
would be very difficult to disseminate successfully through the
"usual developer /public school linkages."

Task B. Irtorn Outcomes

The'.single Task B .esearch question was, "Does the Career
Intern Program continue to be effective in helping youth when it is
implemented in sites other than Philadelphia?" (RFP NIE-R-78-0004,
p. 13),. The evidence relevant to this question appears to be at
least as positive as that assembled during the course of the proto-
type evaluation, although some differencesin methodology and
instrumentation tend to cc'found such comparisons.

Both the Gibboney and the RMC analyses showed statistically
significant gains in reading compared to the corresponding control
groups. The Gibboney analysis, however, was only significant when
test score's were corrected for guessing--a procedure RMC believes
spuriously- inflated the gain estimates (See Tallmade & Yuen, 1981,
Appendix D).

In math, the Gibboney analysis showed CIP participants signi-
ficantly outperforming the controls while the RMC analyses four,'

no significant differences. The replication' sites, however, experi-
enced great difficulty in obtaining and retaining qualified math
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instructors. Data from individual sites suggest that, when qual-
ified math instructors were present, gains were both statistically
and educationally significant.

Both the Gibboney and RMC analyses showed statistically sig-
nificant gains on. the Planning, Use of Resources, and Information
scales of the Career Development Inventory. The Gibboney analysis
showed no gains in,self-esteem while RMC found significant self-
esteem benefits accruing to third-cohort interns compared to the
control group, the regular high school comparison group, and the
alternative high school comparison grdup. Similar gains'were not,
however, found for fourth-cohort interns.

Neither analysis showed any meaningful treatment effects on

the Openness scale of the Self-Esteem Inventory or on the Rotter
Internal-External scale.

The two analyses produced similar results in the area of high
school and employment status as well although slightly different
comparisons were made. The Gibboney analysis found that more CIP
participants than controls had graduated from high school. The RMC
analysis compared those whohad either graduated, earned a GED, or
were currently enrolled against those who had dropped out of school
without graduating or earning a GED. It found a significant differ-
ence favoring CIP participants over the control group for the
fourth-cohort, but not for the third.

RMC also found that the fourth-cohort CIP participants were
significantly more likely to be either in school or employed than
the corresponding control grcup members. The Gibboney analysis
found that CIP graduates were more likely to be in school or
employed, but did not present data on participants.,

Across all criterion variables, the results from the two
.evaluations are remarkably similar.

Task C. Relationshi s between Pro ram Components and Intern Outcomes

The single Task C question was, "What happens to young people
in the CIP program that /could account for its effectiveness?" (RFP
NIE-R-78-0004, '0.16). As suggested in previous chapters of this
report, there is no simple answer to this question.. The relation-

ships gamong program components and between components and outcomes
are extremely complex and difficult to tie down in any kind- of
simple, straightforward manner. To illustrate, inadequate leader-
ship is likely to lower staff morale which, in turn, will produc3 a
negative program climate. Data show that when the program climate
is poor, attendance falls off and many interns drop out of the
program altogether. At the same time, the more highly motivated
interns will continue to attend regularly and may show substantial
growth in basic skill areas. Precisely this situation was observed

at Site A,
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The opposite kind of situation cr, also occur. Leadership may
be good, staff morale high, the pro ram climate positive, and atten-
dance excellent; but growth in reading or math may be depressed
because of the program's inability to fill a key instructional posi-
tion. This situation was observed at several sites when qualified
math instructors departed.

The issue is further complicated by.the types of interns who
are enrolled. The data show, for example,'that dropouts are harder
to retain in the program than potential dropouts. Thus a well im-
plemented program with a student body having a high percentage of
dropouts could have a lower retention rate than a.poorly implemented
program serving primarily potential dropouts.

All of these various factors work together to complicate causal
relationships to the point where they become nearly impossible to
untangle. The conclusions that we have presented about what makes
the program "work" are thus not ones that can be defended with
logically tight arguments. Rather, they are inferences we have
drawn after considering large amounts of observational, interview,
and case-study data. While we believe that they are correct and can
be defended in a reasonably convincing manner, in another sense they
are no more the- well informed speculations.

The_ reader who wishes to exaMine the evidence in depth is re-
ferred to Fetterman's (1981) detailed ethnographic analysis. What
is presented here is drawn, in large part, from that source.- Un-
fortunately, space does not permit us to reproduce either his data
or his reasoning here, except in the :Jost superficial manner.

According to Fetterman,
...

the CIP comprises three subsystems:
the core component subsystem, the support subsystem, and the, ideo-
logical subsystem. The program's core components are instruction,
counseling, Hands-On, Intern Formalized Assessment, and program cli-
mate. These components were specifically designed to facilitate the
transmission of knowledge, skills, behavior patterns, and cultural
values to the interns. All of them were described inChapter II of
thi: report and, with the possible exception of climate, their rela-
tionships to'intern outcomes are quite direct.

Climate operates as a kind of catalyst. A product of all par-
ticipants' values, beliefs, behaviors, and communication patterns,
it both.provides the kind of support needed by interns whose prior
richoor experiences were abhorrent and motivates them toward achieve-
ment of the program's goals. The staff play the most critical roles
in producing a supportive and motivating climate through individual-
ized and caring attention, personalized counseling, language and
dress codes, and concerned involvement in interns' personal as` ell
as academic problems.

Interns' enthusiasm about instruction, positisT attitudes to-
ward the CIP, and diligence in adopting the program's norms of at-
tendance, dresi, and behavior are indications that the appropriate
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climate has been created. Other indications include inte.-q ac-
tively involving themselves in learning activities and inforcing

rules among lemselves.

A positive climate is known to motivate interns to participate

in the program. They attend more regularly and are less likely to
drop out., When the climate is negative, atteodance becomes spo-
radic, behavior becomes less goal-oriented, and terminations in-
crease--sometimes dramatically. Trends in retention rates matched
closely the climate differences between sites and between time pe-
riods within sites that are described in Chapter III of this report.

The CIPs' support subsystem is the infrastructure of the pro-
gram, without which its core components wouldcbe unable to operate.
It encompasses program rules and regulations, personnel roles and
qualifications, curriculum, facilities, funds, materials, and sup-
plies. It also includes relationships with the LEA, the teachers'
union, the community, the lOcol OIC, and OIC/A. Most of these com-
ponents have been discussed elsewhere in this report. The impor-
tance of those not discussed (e.g. an adequate facility) should be
apparent.

The ideological subsystem of .the CIP is largely a product of
the parent organization's (OIC/A's) ideology. The basic elements
include caring about interns, providing a supportive context for

them, providing'a realistic perspective for them regarding the world
of work, "dealing with the whole intern," maintaining high Iersonal
and acade,-,.;c expectations of interns, and treating them E:3 young

adults and individuals. All of these elements reflect the OIC/A
philosophy which consists of a fusion between a humanistic "serving
the whole person" concept and a work-ethic ideology. Exposure to

the OIC ethos leads interns to internalize middle-class values and
to strive to attain their "fair share" of material rewards.

A major manifestation of the OIC/CIP ethos is caring. Most of

the interns' previous experiences'were in very large.,high schools
where students were, identified by number. Not only was individual
attention a rarity but few staff--instrptors and counselors alike:
knew any students by name. As one intern commented;

In public schools, gaily the teachers are not
worried about the students--all they're worried
about is whether they can pay the light bill or
when they can get their car note paid up...and
they don't give as much attention as the
teachers .4c, here; not attention as far as
babying you--I mean real help. Communication

with the teachers--they seem Co be very,helpful.
If ydu have any questions they'll so all-out to
help you with those questions; but they won't
give them to you; they let you find them out
yourself.

t

o
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Dissatisfaction with the public schools was not unjustified.
When one of the authors asked an intern for directions to his
former, school, he ended his instructions with, "It's the building
that looks like a jail." And it did--inside as well as out!

At the CIP, things were very different. As one of the direc-
tors commented:

Here in the CIP not only dc' we" recognize them
on a first-name basis, but we talk to them..
As a result, we don't have this problem of
anonymity which they have been subjected to
in the school system. The second part is that
they have to wait endlessly to see their Coun-
selor in the school system. Sometimes they
don't even know who their counselors are and
have never even talked to them. Here they can
see their counselors on a scheduled or an un-
scheduled basis. That also reinforces the
caring aspect I am talking about.

The third part is the idea of home visits. It's

more than just you and I in school for six
hours. It's also the extension to the home
situation. They appreciate a lot that we are
able to visit them in their homes. Their.par-
ents understand what we are trying to do because
we tell them. Moreover, we are able to educate
the parents on how to evaluate the report card.
We have been able to let them understand what
are Zhe requirements for ,;raduation so that the
parents can take a look at the report card and
say, "OK, I think ydu LAve completed all the

electives, now y6u have to take these courses--;*
otherwise you are not going to,gradUate."

Caring about interns is not the same as being excessively leni-
ent with them. Maintaining appropriate instructor-intern and coun-
selor-intern relationships serves as important function in the crea-
tion of an atmosphere of respect and purposefulness for all parties
concerned. The high expectations that staff members hold foi' in-
terns represent a form of caring and should not, according to one
instructor, be undermined by "unearned" leniency. One Of the in-
structional supervisors provided the following observations:

Well, instructors are strict--I know two in par-
ticularbut when I .check on the attendance at
the end of the month, the strictest one has 79%
attendance. In`fact, some of his classes got to
be 80,, you know. So, you know, if the instruc-
tor was ,too strict and they did not attend hi.s
class, then I would check to see what is he
doing that's wrong to cause them to stay cqtof
lass.
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The most lax teacher, the nicest teacher, is the
one who had the least amount of people who at-
tended his class.

You know...I read [in the first evaluation re-
port] about their dress code and a lot of

things...and school is strict, but I think
strictness is viewed as caring. If you let
people do anything they want to do, they
really think you don't care.

Although caring was a pervasive element of the OIC ethos, it

was not always universally present at the CIP sites. Instructors,

in particular, were sometimes hired for their academic qualifica-
tions without adequiAe consideration having been given to their
attitudes. Even in _cases where tht,se individuals were excellent
teachers, attendance in their classes was poof. One CIP director
who did not realize the importance of non-academic qualifications
made the unfort0hate decision to upgrade the professional level of
his instructional and counseling staff. The replacements were
perceived by the remaining "old" staff members as the wrong type of
people for the job. As one individual stated:

The staff may be better aualified now from am
academic point of view, but they just don't
care about the interns. It's just a job for
most of them. You need people in the program
that are dedicated, that really care.... It's

good to improve the quality of file staff, but
you need both if it's going to work.

Staff members who cere'about the interns are very important to
the success of the CIP. Caring, however, is not the only important
staff characteristic. Professional competence is also critical. It

was pointed out earlier that interns made achievement gains in math
only w:Ien qualified math teachers were present. A linkage was also
reported between gains in both self esteem and career, awareness.
When counselors were busy with other tasks, intetn-counselor inter-
actions became less frequent and gains in these areas, which were
observed at other times, ceased to appear.

Professional competence was also critical in the case cf career

developers. Lack of it deprived interns of appropriate Hands-On
experiences. and other opportunities to develop career awareness.
All of these a,tivities are critical to the CIP:s success. In the

words of one former intern Filo graduated and is currently enrolled
in.an.engineering program at a four-year college:

I'm looking forward to being an engineer. [Dur-

ing the time I was 'at theCIP), they had plenty
of career fairs and you got to talk to a lot of
people about your career. I went to an engi-
neering firm for a week for my Hands-On. Io
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learned how to read blueprints. When I first
got there, I didn't know what they was. They

actually taught it. The whole CIP has helped
me and I'll never forget it. I come back to

talk to the interns to let them know that they
can make it too.

The adequacy of the staff and its performance is one, of the
primary responsibilities of the CIP director. Although the hiring
and firing of staff members was not always under the total control
of the director during the demonstration period, he/she had major
inputs to decisions of this type.- The director was also responsible
for monitoring performance, mediating disputes, providing or pro-

curing in-service training, and instituting disciplinary actions as

required. The demonstration afforded RMC the opportunity to observe
deficient performance in each of these areas, and the results were
always quite dramatic reductions in the quality of program imple-

mentation. tf

Staff members and interns alike repeatedly pointed out the
importance of the "presence of authority" to the programs. Many of
the checks and balances enforced by the former director at Site B,
for example, were temporarily abandoned upon his departure. One

staff member complained bitterly of her treatment by a colleague

who had taken on the responsibility of supervising her work. The

former director had used his 'authority to suppress this "power play"
but it emerged shortly after he left.

In another example, an ineffectual director was replaced by one

with strong administrative skills. Dramatic improvements were ob-
served at that site. Staff members reported an improvement in the
structure of the program. "Finally, we have one!" commented one in-

structor. The same person explained how individuals "have finally
been assigned clear roles." Another staff member agreed with this
perception and linked these,,improwments to the director of the CIP.

While the causal chain from the CIP director's_ leadership abil-
ity to the interns' cognitive achievement gains may seem long and
involved, it is a strong linkage nonetheless. A good case, in fact,
,could be mace for the CIP director being the most essential ingre-
dient for success both in implementing the program and in controlling

the environment which produces learning in program participants.

The changes that occur in CIP interns actually begin before
they enter the program. At some point, they decide that they want
to change their lives. Perhaps they decide that they want their high
school diploms, but, even if they do not, they begin to look for a
way to change. Such individualb are likely to be attracted to the
CIP. It is unlike the schools they have experienced. The view its
small size positively, and they may have heard good things about it.



0

At the time interns sign up for the CIP, their level of commit
ment may be slight--so slight, in fact, that many of them change
their minds before the program is even able to enroll them. 0

Once enrolled, they are likely to find the individual attention

and caring enviroment quite pleasant. Almost immediately, however,
they learn that to remain in the program they must obey the rules
,and live up to certain expectations. They must dress appropriately,
complete their homework assignments, research two-career fields, and
attend regularly. They receive considerable pressure from their own

peers, from older interns; and from the CIP staff to conform in
these ways--and if they do not, they are out.

At this point it is clear that a higher level of commitment is
required both to the goal of changing their lives and to the CIP
itself. Substantial numbers of interns are unwilling to make such
commitments and-leave the program. As time passes, those who remain

begin to see the older interns and members of the staff as role
models. As their feelings about the program become more positive,
they begin to want to "belong." It is at this juncture that they

begin to internalize the values that' the CIF represents.

Those who reach this level of commitment are likely to remain

in the program, earn their high school diplomas, and move on to
futher education or employment. Some interns, however, attain a

still higher level of commitment. They identify strongly with the

group and seek positions on the-student council, engage in extra
curricular activities, and/or participate in other solidarity

building rituals. They become role Models for the newer interns,
take an interest in their welfare, and actually become part of the
program "treatment." Interns who reach this level of commitment
almost always' succeed both in the program and after graduation.
Most of them go on to college.

The process of "buying in" to the program may occur quite
rapidly or may evolve quite slowly. At Site D, one of the real

success stories was a marginal participant for nearly two years
before a sudden and rather dramatic transformation took place. "He

came in smelling like a monster. Thug number one," said an instruc

to.. He was "a hood," according to his friends. Another staff
member commented, "His hair was long and wild. He wore that big ol'

pimpin' hat. Remember him, the one with the Barcelloni? He'd be
tearin' up the place, rippin' and runnin' around the neighborhood.
Always hanging around with and the gang." An instructor

continued, "Now look at him. He is a changed. men. He smiles now.

You would never see a smile on his face before. His hair is cut, he

dresses well, speaks gplitely, and he's calmed down. He has truly

matured. He's at (a community college) and he wants to be a

mechanial engineer. They say he's got the mathematical aptitude to

do- it too. We're happy with the change we've seen in him. It's

beautiful!"
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Peer gioups are very important to interns, both beforeand
after they enter the program. In the feeder schools, peer groups
represent strong negative influences. "Hanging out," smoking pot,.
and belonging to gangs are "cool." Going to classes and doing
homework are uncool. The "in" group applies a lot of pressure to
engage in cool activities and av-id uncool ones. Young people who
want to make something of themselves often find they have no other
choice but to drop out of school in order to_ escape from %these
negative peer pressures.

There is also peer pressure at the CIP, but it is in the op-
posiL:e direction. There are pressures to dress properly, to attend
classes, to be punctual, etc. During the start-up phase of the four
replication CIPs',' there were no "old" interns to help mike the
program work. With each subsequent cohort, however, this influence

\

\
became more prominent. In a mature site, peer pressure is appro-
priately regarded as a key program component.

It is, of course, not only peer pressure that makes the CIP
work. The structurevf the program, its rules and regulations, its
caring atmosphere, the availability of academic and personal coun-
seling, the infusion of relevant content into academic materiala.
exposure to the world of woc,____rlandmanyOTHEle-rements all con-
tribute. It is the total experience, with each piece playing a
significant part, that causes interns to change their lives.

For interns who enter the CIP with fairly high motivation
levels, the piogram itself is "robust." That is to say, one or more
program components could be functioning poorly or not at all without
causing these interns to drOp out. Such interns are able cto tol-
erate a substantially less-than-ideal CIP environment while con-
tinuing to benefit from those program components that are in place
and functioning. If there were no CIP, these individuals would
probably find some other way to attain their academic and career-
preparation objectives.

Interns with substantially less motivation also enter the CIP.'
For them, the issue of whether or not to remain in the program is
quite delicate. Climate is a particularly critical feature. Events
that, for example, lower staff morale are often sufficient to drive
them away. All components have to he functioning smoothly in order
to retain these interns long enough to build their motivation up to
a point where they can tolerate imperfect program implementation.

Most of the CIP interns have motivation levels that fill be-
tween these two extremes. , The more highly motivated they are, the
more likely they are to persist in the face of adversity. The most
dramatic CIP successes, however, are those whose initial commitment
to,the program was the most tenuous. To succeed with such ndivid-
uals, a very high level of implementation is required.
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In summary, the CIP features that appear responsible for the

achievement and self-esteem benefits that actrur to interns are

the program's core components: instruction, counseling, Hands-On,
Intern Formalized Assessment, and climate. Most of these operate
in a fairly direct way, but climate functions as a catalyst which
motivates the interns, inclines them to attend classes and adhere to
codes of dress and behavior, and enablee' the other core components

tb-V-afk-.

Partof the program's climate is an outgrowth of the support
subsystem which encompasses program rules and regulations, per-

sonnel roles and qualifications, curriculum, facilities, funds,

materials, and supplies. Deficiencies in any of-these areas is

likely to have a negative effect on program climate and thus on
overall operations.

In a sense, the CIP's ideological subsystem (which is also

OIC's) drives the other two subsystems. Staff who embrace the

ideology do care about the interns, will set high (although real-

istic) expectations for them, will deal with the whole person, and
will provide. behavioral models for the interns to follow. A crit-

ical ingredient in bringing all of this about, however, is good

leadership in key management roles the director and the instruc-
tional supervisor) and professional competence in all staff posi-

tions.

Not all elements of the program have to be operating perfectly

for interns to benefit substantially from their participation. It \-

must be remembered, however, that the program serves young people

whose needs could not be met by the regular school and who; for the
most part, have been "turned off" by the system. Retrieving them

is a delicate operation: It is beyond the capabilities of a per-
fectly functioning CIP in the case of many youths who are simply too

far gone. Others, who are borderline cases, can be lost with the

slightest miscue. Most components have to be functioning at least
moderately well or the program will end up serving only those youths
whose chances of "making it" would have been reasonably good even

without the CIP.

Task D. Comparisons of the C1P with Other Youth Programs

The single Task D question was, "How does the CIP approach

compare 'in effectiveness, feasbbility, impact, and factors impor-

tant for` policy with other approaches undergoing comparable evalu-
ations, to helping the pOpulation to be served through the Youth

Employment Act?" (RFP NIE-R-78-0004, p. 20). In attempting to deal

with this question, three separate analyses were undertaken, one
addressed to implerentation issues, one addressed to,"treatments"

and outcomes, ana.the.third addressed to costs.
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The implementation analysis was confined to ongoing youth pro-
grams funded under the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects
Act of 1977 (YEDPA, Public Law 95-93). One of its most salient
findings was that all of these programs were under-subscribed and
that absenteeism and attritipn were high among those who did en-
roll. While the target groups are very large, enrollments fell
well -below even the most pessimistic projections. As suggested
in the discussion under Task C, before young peopl can be attracted
to such programs, they must decide that they wan to change their
lives. Unless they have made such a decision, they., are likely to
attend only sporadidally and to drop out before long.

There are differences among programs in terms of their ability
to attract and retain participants. Out-of-school youths are not
attracted by programs that require their return to traditional high
schools. Their experience with the public schools has been negative
and they are more interested in alternative educational settings,
particularly those that offer individulized attention. On the other
hsnd, out -of- school youths are interested in joining programs that
allow them to engage in concrete, individually tailored work expert
iences.

Among youths currently attending school, there is a willingness
to remain in school when offered a stipend, but for some, of /hem,
attending an alternative school setting, even if not remunerated, is
much more'attractive.

Because of the apparent hier,archy in preferences, it seems
that programs that (a) offer either a good match of jobs to inter-
ests or an alternoive academic environment,.(b) provide a host
of auxiliary services, and (c) offer a ,financial incentive, have
more appeal than programs that do not incorporate these features.

variousarious YEDPA programs have implemented the "work experience"
concept in different ways. Matching jobs to yodth interests appears
to be one way to make work experiences meaningful and to increase

4the drawing and holding power of programa..

In general, programs seeking to serve large numbers of youths
have been less successful in providing work experiences carefully'
matched to youths' preferences. On the other hand, large programs
that include broad community p4ticipation do seem capable of pro-
viding youths with more satisfactory and satisfying work exper-
iences. Many ef the more successful work experiences, however, were
preceded by training in work attitudes and basic skills._

The participation <private, and particularly profie":1-making
fi ms, in the provision, of work experiences remains an elusive ob-
jective. Deipite the wage subsidies present in some programs, rel-
atively few private businesses have made job opportunities avail-'
able. On the other hand, programs run either by CBOs or by groups
with broad community representation seem capible of securing the
support of private-sector employers.
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The YEDPA programs included in this analysis represented three
different institutional arrangements: (a) an alternative educational
agency, (b) an approach based on broad community participation, and

(c) the use of the regular public school in conjunction with ex-
isting manpower agencies and other government units. Findings re-
veal that, while all three institutional arrangements are possi-

ble, programs with well developed community networks (i.e., those

affiliated with CBOs) tend to, perform better in gaining access to
disadvantaged youths (particularly those who are out of school) and
in securing the cooperation of business firms in the community.

The performance of prime sponsors in gaining access to the
neediest youths and in providing "meaningful" work experiences has
been rather poor. On the other hand,, the YEDPA experience has

shown that the indirect networks through which some CBOs operate

permit them to identify employers, in the community and to convince
'them of the need to help youths. In the implementation of YEDPA
programs--which were characterized by a short duration--the issue

of credibility was Critical because there was no time to develop it.
BOs, having their credibility already established, were able to

.utperform most prime sponsors.

Other findings that emerged from the implementationanalysis of,
YEDPA pr,igrams include:

o ,Different apprcaches are required for recruiting out-of-
school and in-school youths. Recruitment of out-of-school

youths ii labor-intensive and demands personal contact' with
them. Gaining access is facilitated wjlen recruiter and
recruit come from the same community and socioeconomic
background. This finding suggests that CBOs have some
potential advantages over other types of agencies.

a o The commitment of target youths to YEDPA pnograms is usually

fragile. Eligibility requirements and entrance tests-
although intended to assure that the youths served are indeed
members of the target popplation--have the negative effect of
deterring substantial numbers from' participation.

o Targeting programs on pooro- low-achieving, studegts has! the

unanticipated effect of giving the program a social stigma
that dissuades needy youths from participating. To avoid the
stigma currently associated with these programs, policy
makers should open-participation to a wider range of stu-
dents, including youths who are gi-ftliC talented, ,and with

incomes above'the poverty level. At.presentf most YEDPA pro-
. grams are instances of socioeconomic and racial segregation.

o AdeOate incentives need to be developed to' secure the par-
ticipation of private, for-profit firms in providing work
experiences. Wage subsidies are not sufficient to obtain the
collaboration of many commercial and industrial firms.
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The part of Task D that focused on p'rogram treatments and
outcomes examined five alternative high s'hobls that were similar
in most respects to the CIP. While these five programs resembled
the CIP, features such as operating under the jurisdiction of the
LEA, offering stipends or paid work experience, and providing
specific skills training and child care 'services clearly distin-
guished them from the CIP. Also, 'four of the programs had been in
existence much longer than the CIP (two had existed for as long as
seven years).

The features of each program were examined in terms of their
frnferred effect on five outcome measures: enrollment, attendance,
kKetention, graduation, and placement. In terms of achieving en-
rollment objectives, the most relevent factors appeared to be a good
reputation in the community, an intake schedule that was coordinated
with the regular high school, a good (non-threatening) working
relationship with the LEA, a catchment area with a large enough pool
of potential prograM'enrollees, a location in which there were not
many other program' competing for the same students, and reasonably
stable funding. The CIP was at some disadvantagealuring its first
years' operation in that it did not have enough time to establish
itself in the Community. it also experienced the presence of
competing alternative programs and fell under the threat of discon-
tinued funding on more.than one occasion. However, once it became
stable, 'it was able to meet its enrollment objectives.

The CIP and all five comparison programs had difficulty mains-
taining high attendance levels. However, projects that provided
incentives siuch as child care, paid work, and transportation had
more success' in. getting students to attend the program. The find-
ings also point clearly to the fact that school attendance is
improved by firm attendance policies. A caring staff and daily
follow-up

it

_abient students are two other factors .that' appear
helpful maintaning acceptable attendance levels. Attendance is
also improved when strong connections are made between graduation
and attendance and when unexcused absences are grounds for terrains-

.?

tion.

.

The CP) and -the comparison programs also experienced substan-
tial diffiCulty in retaining students. Programs which served pr.-
aril.), dropouts were at a particular disadvabtage compared to

p grams serving a majority of potential dropouts. The data also
ndicated :that, while strict attendance policies increased atten-

dance, they decreased retention. Also, programs offering part-time
work had lass success in retaining students since the students often
were offer'd (and accepted) full -time employment-'as a result of

f
their part time jobs.

,

The Oaduat ion findings indicated that not surprisingly,
programs Offering GEDs had more success*elradu5ting" students than
the CIP anal other programs offering regular high school diploma's.
The,,lain factor accounting for this differe ce appeared to be the
accelerated nature of:GED prof-,rams. Also, hese programs did 'n4
have to conform to state or LEA curriculum requirements.
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In regard to the fifth and final outcome, placement, the
findings indicated that the CIP had an advantage over most of the
comparison programs in placing graduates in college, but in terms
of job placements', the comparison programs appeared to have the
advantage (although job quality was not reflected in the data).
This finding, it should be noted, is consistent with the CIP's aca-
demic orientation. it is not a job training program.

There was' no difference between GED and other high school di-
ploma programs in terms of job placements. kinds of linkages
that are made with the college and business community, the job or
college orientation of the programs, and the availability of employ-
ment in the area are factors that are related to the differences in
college and job placements and tend to obscure relationships between
types of programs and types of placements: No data were avail'able
on the quality of job placements, but one suspects t youth with
diplomas may have been able to obtain more satisfying and meaning-
ful work than those with\GEDs.

It was concluded that the CIP 'might significantly enhance its
performance in the attendance area by adopting stronger sanctions
relative to unexcused absences. The adoption of a skills 'training
olisponent would also probably improve both attendance,and job rlare-

illept. It was felt, however, that doing so would have the comnter-
lWancing effects of diminishing the academic effectiveness of
tine program and reducing the number of 'college placements.

In all of the other outcome areas, it appeared that the vas
dcing as well as or better than the comparison programs or at lea.t
that it would when it attained the same lever maturity.

Costs

Volume III of the Task D report (KlibaLpff, 1981) epresented an

analysis of CIP costs -derived from a resource-usage perspective. The
per-site acquisition (start-up) costs were estimated at $76,775 or
$510 per intern under the assumption that these costs are 'spread
over 150 interns. The cost of operating the program was estimated:
to be $524,875 per site per yr,ar, or $3500 per intern (again as-
suming that 150 interns were served). The per-intern costs ,would
drop to $2625 if the CIP were to serve 200 interns per year. A

breakdown of costs by catagory is presented in Table 5.

No rigorous comparisons of these costs with the costs of other
pkograms were attempted. "Modest" comparisons (modest because the
costs of the other programs were provided by the programs rather
than derived from analysis of resource usage), however, were drawn
between the CIP and a "typical' public high school. The cost per
typical high school student is $24P0--only 8.6% lower than the CIP
coat when 200 interns are served.
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Table 5
4

Program Cost on a Per-Intern Basis
for Three Levels of Program Size

a

Program Cost Category
150

Interns
.175

Interns
200''

Interns

Acquisition Cost
Facilities (furnish/remodel) $ 190 160' 140
Equipment Purchase
Materials

95

135

f

f'

80 ,

115
70

100
Pre-Serv-i-ee-----Training 95 -----85 7011

Total Acquisition Cost: 510a 440a 385a

Operating Cost
Facilities (rent, utilities,
insurance,,maintenance and
replacement of furnishings, e.

. upkeep) ' 310 '265 230
! Personnel / 2,825 . 2,425 2;120

Staff Development , 50 40 35
Equipmept'(replacementr

. maintenance) 20 15 15
Materials (replacement) 25 25 20
Intern Services (Hands-On,
etc.) .130 110 95

Other Services (communica-
tions, reproduction), ' . 75 65 60

Other Coati (travel,

computer; consultants) 65. 1 55 50

4
' Total Operating Cost: 3,500 3,000 2,625*

. Total Fiist Year Cosi: 4A1O 3,440, 3,010

Subsequent Years' Cost: 3,500 3,000 2,625

, ---.-

Noe:', All values are rounded to nearest $5. Does not include costs
'of programtdevelopment, exaluation, or the demonstration contractor
costs.

.. .
,a
Totaliper-intern costs are derived by dividing total cost by the
appropriate number of interns; The a may'not equal the sum of'

.

*the individual itemtper-intern costs. .
-t.,,
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Another modest comparison was drawn between the-CIP and several
Other federally funded youth programs. While these programs differ
substantially from the CIP in method, they'are directed at the same
target group and have the same general objectives of reducing youth
unemploymen. The per-participant costs of these programs for one
year are as follow's: CETA Title IID, $10,049; Summer Youth,
$5;132; Job Corps,. $13,383; YETP, $5,307; and CETA Title VI,
$10,194.

The reader is cautioned that many assumptions underly all these
cost stimates. They are far less precise than they appear to be.
Futhermore, especialy in cases where cash transfers to participants

'are involved, comparisons to the CIP may be quite misleading.
Nevertheless, they do provide a dollar context within which CIP
costs Can be better understood. As suggested by Klibanoff, it does

A

"appear on the surface that the CIP is cost competitive with these
other programs. In fact, by and large they are 'more expensive than
the CIP."

N
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\Mi. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Itis the opinion of RMC's project sxaff that the DOL-fundear,
NIE-managed, OIC/A-imiilemepted HIe nstrafion of the Career Intern4

Program provided convincing ev. ence that the CIP. can be success -
Cfully repliCated in new sites. Furthermore,-'we believe that when
it is so .replicated it 'continues to have the same kind of positive
influences on participating students that were observed at the
prototype sites.

It should not be inferred from the above statements that the
CIP is easy to'transport (it., is not) or that benefits. will accrue to
participating students regardless,of how the program is implemented.
-All of the four replication--sitesexperiencedmany---problems in
getting the CIP' up' and running. k Only two of them .attained full
-implementation with all of the components in place and operating
smoothly, over .an' extended pikriod. One additional site attained
nearly full implementation. The fourth had a troubled history
except for a few months near the beginning of the deaionstration
period.'

,

.When the CIPs were operating well, attendance and retention
were high, both ihternsand staff expressed positive feelings about
the program, and there ,was evidence that program-goals were being
met. ' -There were many times,-however, when all was not well. At
those times attendance wai sporadic, morale was low, and'tturnover
of both staff and interns was high. Only the most highly motivated
interns remained' in-the program. Those whose commitments to the.

,program and 'toisainstream America were more tenuous tended to diift
away.

keep a proper perspec tive on the, successes and shortfalls
of the CIP it must be remembered that the program serves - a very
difficult target, group: Approximately half the CIP enrollees had..
'previously drqyped out 'of school. 'Many had been out fo a year or
more. All of them were turned off by the system and, in quite a few
cases, 'their rejection of dominant,aocial-vaiues and codes of

4 behavior was almost cntilplete. What, fragile ties remained had to be
carefully nurtured. Any breakdown in communication, loss of trust,
or perceitied lack orcaring was enough to send.fhese interns back to
the streets.

.

. Start-4 activities:at the very beginning,of the CIP
[tioneffort were critical. Both OIC /A and ,the local,OICs played
very important-roles in the 'initial hiring and training of staff,
the- Locating and'refwrbishing at a suitabli facility, and the
creation 'of linkages irot the CIP to the' local school district ,anti`
the4busidess community. It ,is not cletr that these activities could
have beerLoarried__off--sticesaltilly in the- absence ,of either the

___. "central guidance provided by.OIC/A or, the strong base of community
support provided by'the7local OICs.
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After, start-up, the role played by OIC/A decreased in impor-
tance and the success of'the CIPs begari to depend more heavily on
thi"programs' ,own internal leadership. A etrongand competent dir-
ector was. clearly a prerequisite as evidenced by the fact that sites
without adequate direction invariably pundeied. The accessibility
of the director to both staff 'and interns also appeared imprtant.

'In the twb instances where there was either.an official, or a de
facto program manager separating the director,frOm'the rest of
the staff, cornmunicatiornk. broke down and resentment proliferated.

,see
Technical competence is -required in all staff positions if the

CIP is to meek, its objectives,. 'An equally, or perhaps, more impor-
tant staff qualkfiAtion is a genuine caring for the interns and
understanding of bleit problems. 'The caring attitude, however; must
be coupled with high expectat,ions ofl-the interns and firmness in en-
forcing the CIP's'codes of dress-andtbehavior. ,The interns realize
that they 'must learn end abide by the norms'of the world-of-work.

Therefore, they, perceive acesgive leniency_ oil the part,qf the st`a"t
'as.a.manifestation of not caring.

f
The CIP replications were hampered by a series of less=thap-

ideal circdmstances. Too little time was loed for. planning and
start-upactivities. The timing was al o with,re-
cruitment of- both staff and first-cohort students' occurring. in the
middle of the reguolar. school year. Given thee circumstances, it

was unreasonable to,expect that the programs would be in place and
running smoothfy.on'a schedule that, bbcause of unforseen delays in
getting contracts awarded, was several months shortel than:had orig-
inally been.planned.

j.

The 'federal, actors were ultimate ly, f4ced to -allow schedules
to slip'and to reduce early enrollment quotas. They did this, flow-,
ever,..without arii acknowledgement that( Ad original "emectations
'had -been unrealistic' . In fact, the sites and OIC' /A were le(to
believe that they had, in essence, failed. As 'a result, staff mor-
ale decreased significantly and._ feelings of Antagonism, developed
among the sites, OIC/A, and the federal actors. Thesefeefing* did
little to improve the implementation efforts

4

A fact which waa not adequately understood early in the demon-
stration period wa,4,01e CIPs' dependence on "p'ld" -andior fOrmer
interns for both the recruiting of new interns end for their'social-
ization with respeFt to program norms, One of,the greatest aids1to
recruitment is- word-of-itlouth "advertising" the form of <>positive
comments from satisfied' participants. EnYolling inthe program
before any such recommendations are available requires a more yen.;
turesome or more ,highly mnsiVated individual than after it 'leas passed
an initial test.

.

Similarly, interns who have remained in the' progrm*ecir more
than one semester have made some sort of commibnenr Le it. . Thus,
when new interns break the rules, the,"old" interns apply pressure
to bring them back in line. In this manner, once the CJP becomes
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1., established, there are important forces that tend to maintain it.
Clearly, however, no such forces are at work when.the program -first
begins to operate. As a result, it is much more difficult to achieve
high levels pf attendance and retention.

i

Once start -up Problems were overcome, Site B (the only site
.that began with -a well qualified director) quickly 'achieved full
implementation and opereed in an exemplary fashion untik the dir-
ector 'resigned. Site' D also achieved 'full impleme ation after a
.well qualified director was hired. That, site contin ed to functioni
well until the end of the demonstration period. Both Sites B and D
were successful in effecting major changes in the lives'of several
individuals who would,' without the program, almost ertainly have
been lost to'society. In addition, both programs het ed many other
youths earn their high school diplomas and make sign' icant progress
towaled meaningful, productive careers.

;.,.

Site C had a history that paralleled that of Site D. Its re-
-pladebeht-directoismightnot ive been quite as effective as the' one
at Site D, but she definitely turned the program 'around. On the
other .hand, the assumption by the instructional supervisor of man-
agement responsibilities beyond those called for in the CIP Model
had a negative influence. Nevertheless, the,program'attained nearly
full implementation and was still improving at the4timill the director
announced her,resignation. Despite it s?ow start and the temporary
loss of momentum near the end of the demonstration.period,Site C
was also satessfull in helping plant young people. attain, goals we
believe could not have been attained without-the W. .

2F

.

. .
.

Site A got off to a good start but suffered increasingly' from
personnel problems as time passed. Thee original director waeless
than ideally -quaikfied for her jab, but with Better `staff ..support
could have achieved substantially more than she did. It was. never
clear whether her failure to remove the negative influences from the
staff, resulted frOt a lack of decisiveness or from the local-OICI-s
reluctance, to grant her more autonomy. Perhaps both factors were
influential. In any case, the parade of directorsewho succeeded her
were unable to turn the situation around. In fact, the program
appeared to suffer a graualmbutTelentless decline in effectiveness

% as time passed..

Considering all that was learndd in,the,demonstration, 4RMC
would recommend few changes to the CIP design after which the repli-
cations were modeled. All of the sites, ,however, suffered 'exces-
sive 'rates of voluntary staff turnover. While some of the causes
of this turnover can be traded to the fact that a two-year demon-
stration does not offef much jobrsecurity, low salaries "and mini-
malvacation ,periods were certainly contributing factors. _Should
the CIP become an operational model, we would 'recommend a salary

-7-scale that is competitive with that,'of the local school distniqt.
We believe, that the resulting" increase in, costs would leave,keo.
CIP within "the competitive Lange. "' In fact, even with higher costs,
we believe that ihe CIP would be apbcost-effective as any program
serving a similar target group.
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'Modifications are also needed to the summer program. While
'too little information is available- to decide,,, upon an .Optimemn,
preach, it seems that a half day of acadethics--which'Would give

the

interns a half day (at least) to earn some money--would :be a
step in the right direction. Help in finding,work near to the pro-
gram would help to solve a non- trivial transportation problem.

A final area in which we believ improvement is possible Ls
sanctions for unexcused absences. 'Th CIP has sanctiona-7although,
at times,. enforcement was 'somewhat lax during the demonstration.
Nevertheless, .other programs had more severe sanctions--and they
seemed to work. In line with the observation that leniency is viewed
by interns aa form of not caring, we would recommend pat more
'severe sanctions be imposed on-unexcused absences.

In conjunction with Task D. (comparisgn of the CI? with other
simirar programs), we observed that attendance was higher at pro--
grams that had-skill training components. We do not recommend that
skill traininglbe made a part of the CIP.

Different programs have different goal;and serve different
target populations. It does snot seem reasonable to, expect one pro-
gram to accomplish all goals, or to serve all youth. The CIP has a

, strong academic grientaAon: It places many 'nf its .graduates in
college and eaims to place non-college-bbund graduates 'in careers
rather than .jobs. In the words of a former" U.S. Commissioner of
Education: "I.cannot emphasize strongly .enough that this is not

A, simplfr more vocational education for Blacks, something that has
properly been attacked in the past as tending to segregate Blacks

\into semi-skilled occupations, reserving college or thewhite mid-
dle_class" (Marland, 1972)1

While not all disadvantaged andalienated young people can
"benefit 'from ,,the CIP's academic orientation or should go in this
direction, a certain percentage can' and should. This is the group
the CIP isdesigned to serve. In our opinion, it serves them well.

.. 0
With resyect to the demonstration itself, RMC believes that both

program implementation and outcomes would have been substantially
entanced had'more reasonable 'timelines been established. Unrealisl-
Alci expectations regarding enrollment quotas, the establishment of
working relationships with LEAs, and other implementation tasks also
seriously detracted from the success of the demonstration. Finally,
the intrusive evaluation contributed to the distress of staff and
community alike. The 'Antrol group reqUirement was felt to be par-
ticularly noxious%and it is notat all clear that its contribu-
tianfil any) to scientific credibility was .worth the heavy toll it
took in terms ,of staff morale, recruitment difficulty,, and community
resentment. j, '-

.

Despite these various problems, the demonstration was successa-
,

tul insonfirming.thst the CIE. is a replicable program and that
when talesportedsto neig sites, it continues to be a powerful force in
reshaping the lives ,of disadvantaged and alieRated youths.
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